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For our winter issue we are looking for work written in the second
person to include in a separate section. There is no theme, so give it
a go. If second person is intimidating to you (as some have
expressed to me) tty switching a piece you have already written into
second and see how it sounds.
We will have a theme for the spring issue. We are calling for work
that portrays women in other than the usual stereotypical roles. It's
time to move beyond the stagnant mindsets we all fall into from time
to time and shake off stereotypical images that can replace real
people.
As always, we need art for both issues. Artwork should be suitable
for black & white printing. Include title, medium, name, address and
telephone number, with an arrow on the back indicating the top of
each submission. Include a short, autobiographical statement and
the usual SASE. Sorry, slides and negatives are not accepted.
nezys is completely run by students. Volunteers are always needed

to read submissions and edit copy. This is a good opportunity to
gain experience in the publishing field. During winter quarter,
Student Media will be hiring a new editor for the 1996-97 year.
Interested students can stop by Student Media offices, W016 Student
Union, for more information.
Peace to your Heart.
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HIDING

Kathy Austin

Kathy Austin

Eye only to light
I snap the frame,
freeze the subject-terraces,
frozen by subzero temperatures
and crusts of time already,
except for bursts of steam
escaping from underneath.
There will be evidence of steam
in the photo I catch today
on the thin coolness of paper,
but not its cause;
the crust, but not its story.
Even to capture surfaces
takes a lot of tries and it's best
sticking to one subject.
Steams good if you catch it
when the air is cold.
You have to know what works.
Two lovers shivering arm in arm
in front of terraces does not,
but I shoot anyway when asked,
and if offered a snapshot
of myself in return, I decline,
move on,
keep shooting.

Several years out of the womb
I was still choosing places to hide,
slipping into a linen closet I made
my own, crouching in the dark
as I wrote notes to myself
(when I grew old enough to spell)
and tucked them into a crack
of the darkened wall;
or picked a more unlikely place to hide,
unobstructed,
full sun,
the middle of a sweet clover prairie
behind my house, tall enough
to hide me in if I scooted down
to eye level with the bees
busy picking pollen.
Friends called and called, but I
sat there as silent as the grass.
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I Wish I was an Insomniac
Chad Smith

Because I
am Nobody;
and you
are Somebody;
does that make
Us

Anybody?
-Chad Smith

Tis time, it' tru , to g t to b d,
a thought that fills me up with dread.
It means that I will fall asleep,
into the realm of darkness deep.
What daemons will I face tonight?
What will make me pale with fright?
Hills and cars and eyes a'gleam,
haunt me in my world of dreams.
I wake, exhausted, every mom,
hair mussed, sweaty, quite forlorn.
Maybe, tonight, I'll stay awake,
until the cock crows; my fast I break.
But, pretty soon it's time again,
a vicious circle that never ends.
The longer I'm up, the sounder I snooze.
Pretty soon my wit's I'll lose.
So now it's late, time for bed.
a thought that fills me up with dread.
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Macaroni Boils
Valeri Fi ld

Eyes in the Back of my Head
Chad Smith

It seems to me we are going Forward
Backwards.
We look back,
seeing how it was;
even if we did not like it.
Of course, we did,
but even for all of that
one never realizes that it will never,
that oh-so-eternal word,
never be the same.
We look back with 20/20,
youthful, clear-seeing eyes.

You cough before you wake,
as the macaroni i cook boils,
You look innocent
as i was last night
sleeping
on the floor
until i awoke
and thanked god again
for the women's shelter.
the taste of processed cheese
and red wine mix
in my mouth. 33 cents for the macaroni,
33 cents that You insist,
when You come out of the bedroom,
was Yours. i eat your food,
in Your apartment--even though i pay
half.
it's useless to object,
yet...when the
best behavior
between You and i
is silence,
when echoes of the wordshate,

never,

rebound in my thoughts
i still almost forget
and call You
my dear.
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stitching the thorn
KenHaponek

I want to float down these halls Stretch my hands deep
into your flesh Massage tender spirits with a random energy
weave of our universe Matter solidifies and traps embryonic
angels their screams collapsed by orgasming atoms Garbage
twists slowly in its noose freonized air pumping pumping its
chesired smile Manipulated enjambment crushes the reader's
head metaphors shatter final gasp of thunder-the moon holds
no resolution

watching mtv at the waldorf motel in st. elmo's, illinois
KenHaponek

Flea & Anthony cavort in leather studded
cling wrap while the highlighted-dark bassist
sucks a string of too white pearls-blatant
shift in guitar tempo signifies post-orgasm
to poeticly-named-now-cliched afterglow-deep
kiss between two men-altemativesexuality is rave this year-
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on capt. clark's overlook in st. louis-8/31/95
KenHaponek

Pigeon flying with eyes splitting me
Pile of chipped stones on the ledge
Rusting monolithic train under
vibrations through stone and pelvis bone
Fly licking fingers of left hand
Pig on & pig on resting on drain pip
Dirt smear d on onyxed bri k
Home of Switzer's Licorice and Cheny Red candy

abandoned, wilting
New painted red fire hydrant with shining gold top
thrusting from cracked pavement
Dying weeds on trestle
Pigeon and pigeon separate-one east, one west
Black man with worn straw hat blows his nose
Pebbles crunch under squeaking cracked soles
White sedan breaks over faded limit line
Tanned Missouri plates on cars
Timber planks on unused track
Pigeon feather resting on page
White male walking his tourist pace smoking
Trash can and unused pole waiting
Brick alley closed to vehicles
Crunch of pen over blown stone's tear
Pigeon waiting for pigeon on ledge
Missouri River ripples to its end
Limo knifes down a one way
Wiry white young father up stairs
Do you know how to get to Queens landing
Voluptuous black female in road dust dress & lime shoes
Dad these buildings p.re yucky

Pigeon and pigeon stretch abused wings
Oh you're new around here too

Copter giving aerial tours spitting the sky
Crinkled newspaper in shape of fat dead fish
Hello

Car squeaks on limit line
Bouncy child now shy looking at words
Solitary figure on north landing (queens?) staring at river
Peeling white sawhorse stretched by chains
Airport shuttle thunders west between crumbling arches
Three flags twist in different curves
Pigeon & pigeon fly in circles with feathers touching

Life...
Anonymous

Life is a candle...
At times you shine bright and proud...
At others you fade and flicker .. .
And in the end you bum out.. .
Life is like the weather. ..
At times you have bright sunny days.. .
At others you are caught in the storm.. .
It is constantly changing...
Life is what you make it. ..
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THE STOLEN CHILD
Suzanne Kelly-Garrison

NEW ALPHABETS
John McKeman

Built on the word NO
Gleaned from
The silence
After
Customary humdrum pain
Where a single consonant
Will take an entire day to write
And a short vowel require
A whole evening without stars
The heart is a funny word
Especially in a surgical tray
Only then When it becomes dust
Can we understand
The violence of translation

Come away, 0 human child!
To th water and the wild
With a faery, hand in hand,
For th world's more full of we ping
than you can understand.
- W. B. Yeats

"Lucia Fahey!"
My second grade nun hurled these syllables, my
name, towards my desk, the last one in the first row.
The others in the path of this crackling sound ducked
their heads and hunched their shoulders as if they feared
being struck by the galvanizing trident of her words.
Like an angry Neptune she was rising upon a distant
wave in the sea of my day dreaming to summon me to
ward some reckoning I did not yet perceive.
My head rested in the crook of my arm. My geog
raphy workbook was open to a map of the world where
the continents and oceans waited for me, as they had for
Adam, to name them. Instead I had drawn shark fins up
and down the Atlantic coast of North America, put a
diving board off the end of Cape Cod, and in the middle
of the ocean I was drawing the humped backs of breach
ing whales.
I wondered as I drew if whales had ears, and if they
did, what did they hear. I liked being under water. I
wondered if they played games like the game my brother
Jackie and I played at the swimming pool. Jackie and I
would float just below the surface and call out words to
each other. The sound travelled obliquely through the
water and the distortions would make us laugh as we'd
come sputtering to the surface.
"What were you saying, Luce? Try yelling it louder. I
can't understand you."
"I was yelling as loud as I can. I was saying Lucy
Fahey, Lucy Fahey."
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"I thought it sounded like Agnus Dei, Agnus Dei." said
Jackie, a recently appointed altar boy.
"What were you saying, Jackie?"
He looked from side to side. His dark hair was plas
tered to his freckled face.
"I said, I love Deirdre Mannion." Then quickly he
added, "But don't tell anybody, OK Luce?"
The two competing passions of my big broth r' sum
mer were froz n snicker bars and D irdre Mannion.
When the Mannions moved away, he griev d intensely,
and then began to follow the Kansas City A's.
I was pleased with my drawing and was making
splashing sounds to accompany the whales on their
journey, when my cousin, Ned Keary, who sat across
from me nudged me and said "Hey, Luce. Sister wants
you." I raised my head and looked at Ned. He pointed to
the nun who was now rising to renew her summons. The
wave on which she rode was on a collision course with
me and the happy-go-lucky whales.
"What is that noise? Lucia Fahey!"
I had lost most of my hearing in my left ear through an
infection the previous winter. Now as I turned my good
ear towards her, I heard nothing but the sound of my
own name as it reverberated off the back wall. Some
where behind my head the trident had struck.
"Please come here, Lucy."
"Yes, S'ster."
As I stood in front of her, she peered over her rimless
glasses and said, and not for the first time this year,
"Lucy, I have a note for your parents. Please see that
they get it."
"Yes, S'ster."
I reached for the letter and as I did she pulled it back
and said, "And Lucy, I mean business this time." She
was now tapping the edge of the envelope on the palm of
my open hand for emphasis. She continued, "This is a
list of things you must master this summer if you expect
to be passed on to the next grade. We never had this
trouble with Jack Fahey." The tapping was beginning to
raise a welt on my hand. At the final tap she said irrita
bly, "Go on, take the letter. Now take your seat."
"Yes S'ster."
I felt my face go red and the envelope in my hand
dampen as I walked back the long aisle to my desk.
Our nun then rang a little silver bell, which she kept
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on her desk, and announced that it was time for catechism and that we would all recall that today's lesson
was the Seven Sacraments. When she said these last
two words a whistling sound, like syncopated steam from
a tea kettle, escaped through her loose dentures. Sister
whistled her s's. It was precisely this peculiarity that
caused two generations of children at Mary of the Gael
Grade School to walk the tight rope of contained amuse
ment over the pit of all out hilarity. The alliteration in
the last sentence the nun spoke proved too much for my
cousin Ned, who doubled up and put his head on his
desk. He strove mightily to keep from laughing out loud.
"Hey Luce," he chortled "she sounds like you."
I was pleased that Ned acknowledged the brief notori
ety I had gained at a family picnic among the grad~ates
of Mary of the Gael by imitating the infamous whistled
s's. My glory had come during a softball game officiated
by an older cousin, Charlie Quinn. Charlie had me stand
behind home plate, and at called strikes, he would point
to me and I would whistle out "ssssstrike!"
My Dad wanted to know why it was that I heard well
enough to make fun of the nun but never well enough to
ever get one goddamned assigmnent right. Charlie, who
had spent some time in the seminary, had championed
my cause by saying, "It's a mystery of the faith, Uncle
Frank."
Our nun was now leaning over sideways in her desk.
She was drawing a bead on Ned's crumpled, giggling self.
"Edward Keary! I don't see any humor in the Sseven
Ssacramentss." Other kids around Ned were now slump
ing down in their chairs or otherwise trying to hide their
smiling faces from the nun who was only making matters
worse. She must have sensed the mirth that was spread
ing like wild fire for she struck with a low blow. ''I'm sure
Our Blessed Lord will get a big kick out of the sight of
you trying to get into heaven without knowing your cat
echism." Order was restored. Although making it to
heaven was a remote concern for second graders, its
gravity could not be ignored. I looked over at Ned's face,
which was contorted in his best effort to look sober and
serious.
"We will begin with row l." said the nun. "Miss
Benoit, would you name one sacrament please."
Mary Eileen Benoit rose from her desk, stood in
the middle of the aisle, adjusted her Mary of the Gael
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beanie, and said with confidence, "Baptism is first
S'ster." Mary Eileen sat in the first seat in the first row
throughout grade school, and always comported herself
as if the seating arrangement were in deference to her
virtue rather than the fact that we sat in alphabetical
order. "I know another, S'ster. Shall I say it?" Mary
Eileen always used the nominative form of the auxiliary
_verb in spoken as w 11 as writt n Engli h, ju t as th
nuns did. Thi was th yntax of th holy and th r wa
no doubt about wher he wa h ad d. A kid who u d
ntences on the play ground like ' I shall play left fi Id if
that is alright with everyone," or "We shall be late for
Mass if we play jacks too much longer" was recognized
as being on the road to canonization after a perfunctory
stop over in the convent.
"No. One sacrament is fine Mary Eileen. Shall we
give the others a chance?" said the nun. "Mr. Carney,
another sacrament please."
Both Carney brothers looked up. There were two
in my class. John Pat and his older brother who was
sitting through second grade again. I never knew John
Pat's older brother's name. He was always called "Eggs"
Carney after his unvarying habit of eating two hard
boiled eggs for breakfast every morning at his desk.
Daily Mass was required and a rule forbade us to eat
before communion, so we ate breakfast at our desks after
Mass.
"Eggs" was an appropriate appellation. This boy,
like all of Mrs. Carney's seven sons, had a pale, oval face.
The Carneys were always cheerful and hardly ever given
over to worry. "Eggs," for example, never worried about
getting beyond second grade. Nor did he mind being
called "Eggs." I liked him and his smiling face, and the
salt shaker he kept in his desk.
I calculated that there would be one correct answer
between the Carney brothers. That left 5 sacraments to
go and only 4 kids in front of me. Charlie de Coursey
was next. He'd be good for one, probably Holy Orders.
His oldest brother, Jude, was in seminary and Charlie
knew that it wouldn't hurt his standing with the nun to
reinforce, if subtly, an association with such an illustri
ous sibling. Jude de Coursey's name was always men
tioned whenever the nuns had us pray for religious voca
tions.
Mary Karen Doolin came up with Matrimony for her

sacrament. She turned a beanied and adoring head in
the direction of Jimmy Lafferty as she pronounced the
word. Martin Dwyer was good for Confirmation. Our
nun interjected at Martin's answer that this was the very
sacrament we were preparing for now.
"You are all ready to be confirmed because you are
all- or will soon be 7. S ven is the age of rea on." She
glanced at "Eggs" Carn y's vacant, roiling fa .
In paro hial hool th "age of r ason" had nothing to
do with Voltaire and th Enlightenment. Our nun ex
plained to us that 7 was like a line of demarcation be
tween God caring if you sinned or not. In traditional
Catholic theology, before attaining the age of reason, the
soul of child is not fully formed. At 7 the soul apparently
coalesces from wild, primordial vapors and becomes a
vessel for grace, to which the power to discern good from
evil obtains. Therefore, a child before the age of 7 is
incapable of committing sin.
We all knew that sin was serious business, and we'd
never heard of any kind of immunity being granted to us
by the church. Our nun's restatement of theology
opened the flood gates of hypotheticals that veiled the
mortal worry that percolated in young consciences.
"But S'ster, what if a kid baptized his dog? Wouldn't
that be a sin?"
"No sin before the age of reason."
The questioner stretched his arms and arched his
shoulders back towards his seat as if a great weight had
been lifted. Other questions followed.
"What if you traded holy cards, maybe lots of them, for
just one baseball card you really wanted, and it really
didn't seem like a sin at the time?"
Again came the miraculous reply, "No sin." These
were indeed rare words in parochial training and hands
shot up across the room as others saw a chance for a
reprieve.
"What if you put holy cards of Pope Pious and St.
Francis Xavier in the spokes of your bike instead of base
ball cards? You know, to make it sound like a motor
cycle? Maybe you ran out of baseball cards." The ques
tioner lowered her voice as the question revealed her
secret depravity. "Or maybe you just didn't want to use
up all your good baseball cards?"
''That would still be no sin, Miss Kelly." Our nun
strained these last words through her squinty counte-
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nance, and put an end to the orgy of confessions and the
chaos towards which she must have felt she was heading
by reminding us that, although such things may not be
sins in the eyes of God, nothing kept us from being kept
after school for such acts while on earth. She surveyed
the class. Curiosity was neutralized, and order was
restored.
"Now back to the remaining sacrament . Mr. Egan?"
Danny Egan had us d th que tion and answer p riod to
look up his answer. "Confession." h said with confi
dence.
"Miss Eliot? Which sacrament did we all receive this
morning?
"Holy Communion, S'ster."
'That's right, Mary Margaret."
"Miss Fahey?" I rose from my desk and stood in the
center of the aisle. "Lucia," she said with an intonation
that indicated that she'd sooner expect a dog to fly than
for me to know the answer to a catechism question.
"Have you any idea what the last sacrament is?" But I
knew full well what the last sacrament was. I'd heard my
Dad telling our neighbor, Mrs. Sweeney, when my Mother
was so sick last summer, ''They've given Rose the Last
Rites, you know." Mrs. Sweeney had said she was sony
and asked if there were something she or Mr. Sweeney
could do. My Dad's response had come back proud and
stoic, "No, we're are all fine here, Lois."
I wondered now recalling that conversation why my
Dad had told Mrs. Sweeney that we were all fine. I
thought of her kind face and of her telling me to come
over after school and we'd have cookies.
"Lucy, we are waiting." The voice of my nun startled
me back to present, but I knew that if I opened my
mouth to speak that only wild and wailing sounds would
escape. I glanced over at my cousin's questioning face
and then at the clock on the wall. It was 3:30 and I
realized that I would be saved quite literally by the bell.
"We'll begin here tomorrow class. Let's all rise for
prayers."
The school day ended as it had begun, with prayers.
Always at the close of day we said the "Act of Contrition."
In this prayer we stated openly how sony we were for
offending the Almighty. It was understood that we
received absolution for all offenses. We were told, more
over, that if we were to die on the way home, we'd go
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straight to heaven-no mucking around in Purgatory. It
was, therefore, the most appropriate prayer to say as the
nuns released their charges for the day. You could al
most imagine them saying among themselves, 'Too bad
about the school bus backing up over that one-but isn't
it grand that he died in the state of grace."
After final prayers had been said, we filed towards the
door and pa s d one of the ubiquitous plastic holy water
fonts that hung on classroom walls. Each child dipped
in a finger and made the sign of the cross under the
stern and watchful eye of the nun.
It was a hot afternoon for early spring and the splash
of holy water on my forehead felt like the promise of
summer days at the swimming pool. I walked with my
classmates towards the open door that led to the o~tside.
I let the holy water run down my forehead to the tip of
my nose. As I hit the outside air, I closed one eye and
looked at the tip of my nose where the droplet was form
ing. With one quick exhalation that made my bangs
stand up strait, I blew the holy water droplet away in a
little arc. I thought of the beaching whales in my draw
ing and wished that I could be there with them as they
sounded in the blue depths.
Soon I was on my bike with the wind in my face. The
evaporating holy water cooled and soothed my forehead
as I pedalled furiously to outstretch the confusion of the
day. I didn't stop until I reached the narrow foot bridge
over the creek. I passed over this bridge twice a day. On
this day I stopped and peered into the water, caught my
breath, then reached for the letter the nun had given me.
I felt my face grow red as I took the letter from my uni
form pocket. I tore it in half, then quarters, then eighths
and let the pieces fall onto the slow moving stream below.
I watched as the blue ink rose from the page like a little
trail of smoke, the fragments of words dissolving.
When the shreds of paper floated under the bridge, I ran
to the other side and waited until they emerged. I stood
watching the water until I saw the last bit of the letter
sink from sight or disappear among the cattails that grew
along the bank. I felt more absolution than with 100
Acts of Contrition.
I got back on .m y bike and headed for home. As I
turned the comer of our street, I saw my Dad's Ford
parked in the drive way. He was out of work. When I
reached the house, I looked in at him through the screen
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door. He was sitting at the kitchen table, The Kansas
City Star spread before him. The shot glass in his hand
was brimming with Jameson's. The reddish brown color
of the whiskey was the approximate color of his thinning
hair. The tenor on the record player in the living room
was singing the tomb scene from Lucia de Lammermor.
My Dad was whi tling the part with great emotion, in
between hot .
As I op n d the door, he look d up and said, "Hey
Luc , don't let that door... " His last word wa oblit .rated
by the noise, like a rifle shot, of a slamming screen door.
"Damn it Lucy, how many times do I have to tell you not
to let it slam like that...and don't be leaving your bike out
in the yard for someone to steal. That's the last bike I'll
pay for, by God."
"Yes sir." I turned to go back out and put the bike
away when he said, "Go in and see your Mother now.
She wants to talk to you about something." I stood in
the middle of the room, uncertain of which command
took precedent. Then he exploded at the tenor in the
next room who was refusing to finish a phrase, being
thwarted by some random scratch or bit of dust, "Damn
it all to hell. Doesn't anything around this place work." I
used the distraction to race off to my Mother's bedside.
She was lying on her back with her eyes closed. ''That
you, Lucy? I thought I heard you come in." she said with
a mild chuckle. "Sony Mom." I crawled up next to her
on the bed. She looked so frail. She continued "I guess
that doesn't sound too loud to you, but it does disturb
your Dad. He'll probably be home at this time for a while
yet. Do try to be a little more quiet."
"Lucy, we got a call from school today.'' I said nothing
but began to trace with my finger the pattern of the white
chenille bedspread under which she lay. "Are you really
trying your hardest, Lucy?" "Yes Ma'am." I answered
not looking at her face. "Can you hear the Sister OK,
Luce?" I thought today that the dead could hear the
Sister as she publicly outlined my failings.
"Does Dad know they called?"
She opened one eye. "He answered the phone." I
winced.
"Lucy, how would you like to spend some time with
Grandma Fahey? I'll be going to the hospital soon, and
Grandma Fahey can look after you while I'm gone."
"Can't I go to Grandma Keary's?" I pleaded.
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"No, not this time."
"Can I bring my bike?" She sighed wearily as if to say
don't complicate things anymore. I didn't pursue my
request. She'd closed her eyes again and was saying "Be
a sport now, Lucy."
"Yes Ma'am."
''That's a good girl."
That night I heard my parents arguing. My Mother's
voice was always like a low, beseeching murmur; my
Dad' voice was loud and overarching. He was saying
"She hears well enough. She's just lazy and spending
any more time with your people certainly won't help that.
We are sending her to my Mother's. She'll put some
starch in that kid."
I buried my good right ear in the pillow and muffled
out the rest of the sound, but the word "lazy" kept going
around in my head. If lazy meant wandering through
half heard words, allowing them to glance off each other,
without being concerned for meaning, then I guess that
described me. Lazy. I liked the word because of the
sound it made. It made a buzz and vibration in my ear.
I repeated the word over and over, stressing the last
syllable and stretching out the "z" sound. Lazee. Lazee.
Lazee.
The word, as I repeated it, reminded me of the chant
ing of the locusts in the trees at the end of last summer
that I had spent with Grandma Keary. The locusts came
out at the end of August. They sat high in the old trees
that grew along Grandma Keary's street. Night after
August night, we'd sit on our place on her porch and
listen to the locusts. I'd imitate their song, following the
undulation of sound. Often, there in the darkness, I'd
imagine they were chanting my name. Lucy. Lucy.
Lucy.
Lazy sounded like hazy. Grandma Keary would say
that summer, as she brought us 7-up's in small green
bottles, "Looks like another hazy old night, Lucy darlin'."
The word itself summons to memory the kind of night in
which the heat would rise like a mist off hot neighbor
hood streets and sidewalks into the cooler night air and
form prismed haloes around street lights. Missouri in
August was always hazy. It had the feeling of something
passing away: bright summer days and warm, clear
nights in July began to meld into these indeterminate,
hazy August nights.
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I wished that I was being sent to Grandma Keary's. It
was easy to stay there. Both my Grandmothers lived in
the same parish in the city, but the similarity ran no
deeper. When we visited Grandma Fahey's, she would
cover her upholstered furniture with plastic and make
Jack and I it till for her version of the lives of the
aints. I did like the one story he told about Fr.
Marqu tt xplortng th Missi ippi river. Sh told u
that h wa converting the Indian . I thought only of
how I'd like to spend all day on a raft. Grandma Fahey
had scolded me when I asked if Fr. Marquette got to fi h
for catfish whenever he wanted. "No. He most certainly
did not. He was a famous Jesuit on an important mis
sion-not some Huckleberry Sawyer!"
By contrast, at Grandma Keary's there were no lec
tures on any subjects. And except for the house rule
that required the losing party to put away the marbles
after Chinese checkers, no other rules now come to
mind. Though naps were encouraged, she was not par
ticular where or when they were taken. I never slept
during my nap anyway, unless I was on her lap while she
rocked.
She'd brought her rocker out onto the porch in May
when I arrived and left it there until I left to go back to
school at the end of August. She left it there inspite of
the rain that would spray in through the screen. The
finish was long since gone from the wood, but the arms
of the chair were worn smoother than any polished wood
I'd ever seen.
Grandma Keary would sometimes sing me songs as
she rocked in time. One song was about a little horse
that chip-chipped its way to Dublin town. I never
learned if the little horse got there and back by candle
light, which was the concern expressed in the refrain, for
I'd nod off upon her lap.
She sang me another song as she rocked. A song
about a sally garden, which I presumed to be the shady
side yard in which her lilies of the valley grew in great
and wild profusion. The scent of the lilies was every
where throughout her house in May. The song she sang
as she held me was like the scent of the lilies: sweet and
soft and steady. It enveloped me.
She sang "It was down by the sally garden, my love and
I did meet./ She passed the sally garden, with little snow
white feet./ She bid me take life easy as the leaves grow on
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the tree./But I was young and foolish and with her did not
agree."
When she told me that lilies of the valley was the name
of the flower that grew in her garden, I mistook her words
for lilies of the sally. She never corrected my mistake;
he called them that, too. She told me that they were her
flower be ause she was born in May. I already knew that
they were her flow r. I'd never seen them any place else.
There was not enough shade in the suburbs where my
parents lived for these delicate little flowers to thrive as
they did here in this cool, green place.
On her birthday we picked some lilies and put them in
a white pottery vase. I'd seen this vase before. It had on
it a hand painted scene of an empty boat tethered to the
bank of a stream. Trees hung over the stream and un
derneath the scene was the legend ''The Vale of Avoca,
Co. Wicklow, Ireland." The vase had been broken and
glued back together. The bubbles of Elmer's glue along
an uneven edge reminded me of how awkward I'd felt
when I broke it.
The vase sat on a shelf at the end of a long hallway
that led to her front door. I had been practicing my slide
into home by running through her carpeted parlor to
build up momentum, then transferring my weight to a
throw rug that would slide over the hardwood floor of the
hallway. The game I invented was to see if I could make
it all the way to the front door by sliding on my side on
the rug. I pretended that I was at A's stadium and all
eyes were on me as I prepared to slide across home. I'd
holler "the play's at home," as I went into my slide; then
"not in time" on the few occasions that I made it to the
front door.
It seemed a good game until I jarred the vase from its
place on the shelf. We had gathered all the pieces we
could find, and Grandma had glued them back together.
I watched sheepishly later as she determined that the
mended vase held water. She had smiled "That's all a
vase needs to do. Just hold a little water."
We'd placed the lilies in the vase from the Vale of
Avoca as she sang a song by the same name. Then we
had cake and ice cream from the dairy around the cor
ner. She told me that she was born in 1880. I told her
the only number I knew to describe myself. I was 7. I
told her that we would be famous on her birthday when
she turned 100. She'd laughed and promised that she
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would live at least that long.
Once during my summer with Grandma Keary, as I
was playing in the side yard, I decided that I'd like to
nestle in among these lilies. I sat down in the flower bed
and then lay back and watched the sun dappling the
green leaves silver in the highest branches of the old elm.
I lay there watching the tree branches sway when
Grandma's face app ared over me.
"Grandma, look, an angel." I began to wav my arms
and legs through the white lilies, breaking stems and
crushing little flowers. I was transposing the method for
making angels in the snow onto this bed of white flowers.
Waving arms and legs as you lay in fresh snow would
produce an impression of a robed body with wings.
Grandma had said that I was her angel. I smiled and
turned my good ear to the earth and listened to the
swishing, leafy sound I was making. I sat up, proud of
my ingenuity. Grandma Keary slowly stooped to pick up
some broken lilies.
"They are like little bells, aren't they, Lucy."
"Bells, Grandma? Do they ring?" I held one to my
right ear and shook it.
"Don't worry, dear. No one can hear these bells."
I liked the idea of bells that never rang but were bells
nonetheless. I stood up and let Grandma gather flowers
and sticky stems from my back. Turning around I saw in
her pale blue eyes a look that I took as concern for the
lost lilies. I looked at the crushed flowers in her hand.
'Tm sony about the flowers, Grandma."
"Ah, but there's plenty left, Lucy." Then putting her
hands to my cheeks, she said 'They come back every
May...and they always will." She kissed my forehead.
I looked back at the impression I had left on the lily
bed and waved my arms in satisfaction. She put her
hand on my left ear and said "Does it still hurt you,
Lucy?"
"No Ma'am."
"I guess it was the infection that made it so sore," she
said as she ran her hands through my short dark hair,
removing the remaining lilies, and then added idly, Tis a
wonder that you want to hear at all, the way he carries
on... "
The muffled noises of my parent's argument had
stopped. I rolled over with my good ear off the pillow. I
missed Grandma Keary. I thought, as I fell asleep, that I

could smell lilies of the valley.
Within a few days my Dad was dropping me off at
Grandma Fahey's. She was a small, energetic woman
with eyes as dark blue as the cover of the primary school
Baltimore Catechism. She greeted me with a serious
expressions and what she supposed were comforting
words. She told me not to worry about my Mother and
that it was all in God's hands now.
''Take your things upstairs now, child. You'll be stay
ing in your Uncle Red's old room.'
I looked to my Dad for confirmation of this plan, but
he had turned and was busying himself looking through
a neat file of records, mostly RCA Red Labels, in the
console under his parent's record player. He was asking
Grandma Fahey if she didn't have a collection of
Donizetti arias and telling her that Jack or I had man
aged to ruin his copy of Lucia di Lammermor. Grandma
said she did have the arias but that they weren't leaving
the house. Suddenly they both seemed aware of me as if
for the first time. Grandma Fahey said to me "Well, up
the stairs with you now, child."
I could hear them talking as I disappeared from their
sight. "How's Rose today Frank? What's the doctor
say?" asked Grandma. For once I couldn't make out my
Dad's usually voluble words. I sat my suitcase down on
the bed and looked around the room. On the dressing
table was a picture of my Uncle Red, smiling broadly
from behind wire-framed glasses. Soon enough I heard
my Dad's voice saying, "She's a provisional pass. They've
given her a list of stuff to learn before they let her go on
to the next grade. Third or fourth, I think."
"Just how does this happen, Frank?"
"Rose thinks it's the ear business. But I think she's
just a wild kid. Or maybe just lazy like all those Kearys."
"Frank! The child will hear you."
"Not much chance of that. Besides she's got to face
facts if she does."
I walked to the window that looked out over the back
yard and alley way, and looked for street car tracks. I
knew that Grandma Keary's house was on the old street
car line. I thought that if I could find the tracks I could
find my way to her house. There was no sign of tracks,
so I gave up the idea. I stood mournfully before the
window and stared into a window fan that sat on the sill.
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I found the control switch and turned the fan on. It
produced a steady drone that blocked o':1t the rest o~ the
words that were rising up from downstairs. I stood m
front of the fan with my hand on the frame to feel the
vibrations. The fan hummed a note and I concentrated
on throwing that pitch back into the machine. I success
fully fought back tears that burned b hind my eye nd
in my throat.
Soon making noise into the fan b cam an amu ment to me as I noticed how my word wer hopp d up
and deflected back at me. I whistled into it, sang into it,
even shouted in to it. I was yelling "Hello. Hello. Hello.
This is Lucy. Is anybody out there?" when my Dad
startled me by tapping me on the shoulder. I turned to
him.
"I've gotta go now, Luce. Mind your Grandma and
keep your feet off her furniture." He stood and looked
down at me for a moment. Both hands in the pockets of
his tan gabardine suit, he was jangling his keys and
some change. Twice he opened his mouth to speak but
no words came out. Then he said, abruptly "Well,
whaddya' have to say to your old man, eh Luce?" I
wanted to say don't leave me here in this place but asked
instead if I finished my school work early could I come
home.
"Well, it's just not that simple, Lucy."
Nothing ever was.
The days at Grandma Fahey's began with early Mass.
We'd leave her house around 7:00 and walk nearly a mile
to church. Though she was in her seventies, she was
difficult to keep up with as we climbed the hill up to
Troost Avenue. "Come along, child. We'll be late." she'd
call to me if I lagged behind. I never knew what she
meant by late. This was a parish which was attached to
a Jesuit college, and therefore the possibilities for hear
ing Mass were numerous. There were priests beginning
Masses at side altars and chapels about every 20 min
utes throughout the early morning. But it was Grandma
Fahey's practice to hear Mass, which was said and never
sung, by a certain priest at a certain time.
"Grandma! I've got to stop." I feigned a rock in my
shoe and sat down on the sidewalk to take off my red
leather shoe. "Do we have to go so fast? My feet hurt."
'Those socks are the problem. They're too flimsy.
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We'll take the bus downtown today and buy you some
thicker ones."
This was not what I wanted to hear on a hot summer
morning. When I thought of the sockless, endless days
last ummer, shod only in keds, I regretted not paying
mor attention in school.
"Dow hav to go to Ma
very day, Grandma?"
"God av you two I g for that expres purpos -to
carry you off to daily Ma . You hould b thankful for
your own two fi et and your own two 1 gs-though I must
say, I've never seen a skinnier pair anywhere. I'll plump
you up some this summer. More bacon and cabbages.
Those legs ought to make you a good runner, like my
brother, Packy. Packy Regan was the fastest runner and
best jumper in Mayo. Now, there was an athlete for you.
Packy could jump out of a barrel- Packy could." She
hiked up her skirt and made a bit of a jump herself, and
then shook her head in admiration at the memory of her
brother.
"What kind of a barrel, Grandma?"
"What, Lucy? Well, stout, I imagine, or whiskey."
"What was he doing in a barrel."
"Well, that's not the point, Lucy. Point is, he was agile
and strong, and you'd be lucky to take after the Regans.
That's my point." She looked at me as if she might have
been thinking that the good sisters knew what they were
doing keeping me back a grade. While Grandma was
engaged in her reminiscence of Great Uncle Packy and
County Mayo, I had taken off my other shoe and sock
and was moving my toes through the dew which was
beaded up on a clump of wild violets.
"Put on your shoes now child. We'll be late!"
Grandma Fahey was always less anxious, but no less
talkative, on the way home. She taught me the names of
the trees and flowers and how to identify birds by their
whistles. She told me other things, too. She told me the
Jesuits were very important and that the college campus
we walked through to get home was important precisely
because Jesuits taught there.
"Your Uncle Red was studying to be a Jesuit in St.
Louis, don't you know, before he died. Poor boy. Your
Mother's cousin, Bernard, is in Cincinnati with the
Glenmary Fathers. Well, it is just not the same. Hardly
worth the effort if you can't be a Jesuit."
"Grandma, is Cousin Bernard a Catholic?"
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"Well, of course he is, child. He's just not a Jesuit."
She told me about my Grandpa Fahey. That he was a
smart man who went to college when they lived in Chi
cago. It wasn't a Jesuit college, however, so I figured he
couldn't have been that smart.
"Will Fahey knew all there was to know about music.
R al opera, don't you know, and not that Gilbert and
Sullivan either. Your Grandpa Fahey was the highest
ranking Catholic at the American Biscuit Company, and
he could have gone farther, but it was owned by, well,
the Protestants." On our walks I learned also that
Grandpa Fahey never ever joined a union, wasn't for
Roosevelt, but didn't I learn that he once shook the hand
of Big Tom Pendergast.
The organized learning all took place at Grandma
Fahey's kitchen table where she would read me cat
echism questions and then invariably have to read me
the answers.
"Question number 1. Who made you?" She'd arch a
brow as she looked down at me and waited for an an
swer.
"God, Grandma?" I'd proffer tentatively.
"Well of course God made you! Who did you suspect?"
she'd boom back at me.
"Now, why did God make you?"
I'd squirm to keep from crying and said, "I dunno,
Grandma."
"Now listen to the answer Lucy and try to remember
this. It's important. 'God made you to love and serve
Him in this world and be happy with Him in the next.'
Did you hear all that, Lucy?"
"Yes Ma'am." I thought this God was pretty selfish.
Grandma Fahey modified the list of things I must
learn to pass to the next grade. She did this to suit her
own purposes as an educator. To the list of Important
People, which already included Sts. Peter and Paul,
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, she added
Patrick Sarsfield and Daniel O'Connell. She sang me a
song about Sarsfield's men who wore jackets of green
and fought the English king at the walls of Garryowen.
Daniel O'Connell, who the Irish called The Great Libera
tor, had a big street in Dublin named for him. She told
me he was greater than Lincoln because he tried to free
our people. And didn't I learn that they needed it.
To "Missouri" and "Mississippi" and other impon-
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derables on my spelling lists she added "Mhuigheo." She
told me that is the county in Ireland where the Regans
come from. It sounded like "Mayo" when she said the
word, as she had many times before, but I couldn't
connect the familiar sound she made with the letters she
wrote on the page. My eyes teared up in frustration as
they almost always did whenever she attempted to teach
m Irish. Sh said I could spell it M-A-Y-0 for th time
being. This cheered me greatly and I babbled, "Lik M-A
Y. That's on my list of months. I know that word." I was
relieved to have found some high ground in this sea of
learning and letters. I thought of Grandma Keary. May
was her month.
"It's May outside now, isn't it?" I looked to Grandma
Fahey for confirmation of this fact. "Yes," she said, "But
in Mhuigh eo, May is called Mi na Bealtaine" She wrote
the word on the page and my eyes began to swim again.
Grandma tapped her pencil on the pad where she had
written "M-i n-a B-e-a-1-t-a-i-n-e" and repeated a word
that sounded nothing like the letters on the page. I
stared back dumbly; she shook her head and put down
her pencil.
It was hard work being Irish. I wondered if it was the
spelling that caused so many of my relatives to leave
Ireland and seek refuge in a country where a simple bud
of a word, "May," stood for as sweet and as simple a
season.
"Let's do the days of the week now, Lucy." On the
same page she wrote De Domhnaigh as she said Sunday;
De Luain for Monday, De Mairt, Tuesday; Wednesday
became De Ceadaoin; she somehow got Deardaoin to
mean Thursday and De hAoine, Friday. For Saturday,
the day without school or Mass, she wrote
De Sathairn as she said very slowly 'Je SAH urn."
-She tapped the paper once more with her pencil as if
by magic she could make the meaning spring from these
torrents of letters. She looked me in the face expectantly
and began the strange but familiar chant, pointing to
each Gaelic word on the page and pronouncing: 'Je DOE
nee, je LOO in, je MAWR ch, je KAY deen, JEER deen, je
HEE neh, je SAH urn." Sunday through Saturday. Each
time she spoke these words I was drawn in to these
lively, incomprehensible sounds. And I looked up at her
in amazement and awe. "Give it a try, Lucy." Grandma
Fahey urged.
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The letters on the page were of no use to me in reciting
this list. Her cadence had been imprinted but few of
the Gaelic syllables had. I looked back at her ancient
face and read what I could there "Gee loon nah, gee
march, gee loon nah, gee march, gee loon nah," and then
the only one I knew for sure, Saturday, I pronounced,
twice, triumphantly, "Gee SAH um, Ge SAH um!"
Grandma Fahey only sighed and aid "Let' stop h re
for the day, Lucy. I've work to do in th gard n. The
peonies need tending," she said. Happy to be heading
out in the May weather, I bounded out the back door
towards the neat row of green bushes with pink and
white buds.
"Look at all the ants on these buds, Grandma." I said,
and thinking I was being helpful began flicking the in
sects off the flowers.
"Oh, no, Lucy, don't do that. They'll never bloom if
you do that. Let the ants do their work. It's their job to
help the buds open. Nothing blooms without somebody's
hard work." Grandma Fahey sat down on the ground
next to her garden. She set about weeding the chickweed
and watergrass, which threatened encroachment, with
the same determined ferocity a medieval inquisitor might
have sought to rout out heresy. "Keep up, child. Don't
dawdle." she called to me as I bent over to study more
closely the industry of the ants.
"Life is work, Lucy Fahey. Hard work."
Grandma Fahey insisted that I study at the kitchen
table after dinner every night. I did try to study but I
looked for any distraction that might force an interrup
tion of the assigned work. On one such night, I began to
study Grandma as she did the dishes. She sang while
she worked. This night she was singing to herself a song
about wearing green and how important it was to do so,
even though someone might want to hang you for it. At
one point in her song, she stopped and put down the pan
she was scrubbing, and sang with great energy these
words; "When law can stop the blades of grass from
growing as they grow,/And when the leaves in summer
time their color they'll not show,/ Then I will take the
color too I wear in my cabheen./Until that day, Blessed
God, I stay, with the wearin' of the green." She almost
shook as she sang. This reminded me of the fervor with
which she chanted the Latin responses in the Mass.
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"Is that a church song, Grandma?" I asked.
"Oh my no. It's a song my poor father used to sing. I
suppo e the way the summer seems so green upon us,,
mad me think of it. You get back to work now, Lucy.
"Y Ma'am.' I aid but continued to watch her as she
fini h d th la t di h. Sh pi k d up the pan full of dish
wat r, arri d it th fi w t p to th ba k door, wung
th door op n with h r hip, and th n holl red out a wild
trin of yllabl
h thr w th wat r out: " S a ban,
Sea han! Chughaibr an t'ui ei! '
"Grandma, who' out there?"
'Oh Lucy, no one really." she laughed. She had been
unaware that I was watching her so closely. "I was just
giving the warning- to the Faeries." She laughed again
in spite of herself.
'Who are the Faertes, Grandma?"
She suddenly became sertous. 'The Faertes lurk there
in the darkness. It's best to give them the warning as my
Mother taught me. They would be annoyed to be hit by
the water, don't you know. They are easily annoyed, and
they are great ones for revenge."
"Where are they, Grandma? I don't see anybody out
there.' I had rtsen and gone to the back door to look out.
And now I looked into the dark blue eyes of this sturdy
little woman and hoped to see these Faertes. I looked
back outside and thought of throwing water out without
the warning just to see what would happen.
"Very few people have ever seen them, Lucy. But I
know they are there."
"But what are they, Grandma?"
'They are spirtts that stay close to the earth."
"Are they like angels?"
"No, child. They are the Faeries."
"Well, what do they do?"
'They cause things to happen. Lucy."
"Good things?" I questioned eagerly.
"And sometimes bad."
I took three slow steps back from the door as
Grandma Fahey continued her story. "Once, I believe
they left me a single white rose when my poor_bo?', Red,
died." And then she added as if she were talki~g of ~
old enemy, "But they can play trtcks on you, hide thmgs
from you, confound you- and all just to get _Your atten
tion. All they want sometimes is your attention. In
Mayo, they were known to steal cats and dogs--and
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even-- babies from their cribs if people took them lightly."
I checked to make sure that the door was latched and
asked "Where do they go? The dogs and babies?" I
didn't care much what happened to the cats. "Do they go
to heaven?"
"No. They go to the Land of Faery."
"But where i that, Grandma?"
"No one's for ure. Som ay in th Hollow Hill . I
know it's lose to the arth becau I, w 11, h ard th
Bean Si once, Lucy. It was when my father passed on. I
heard her, the Bean Si, the Woman of the Faery hills, at
my window making a high, keening sound. I didn't know
who was there or what it meant, then we got the word
that he'd died. And don't you know it was at the very
time of night I heard the Bean Si wail.
"Seachan, chughaibr an t'uiscei." she repeated darkly
as she gazed through the screen door. Then she sighed,
wiped the water from her hands and said "Off to bed with
you now."
That night I crossed myself with holy water from
Lourdes, which Grandma kept in the hallway outside of
my room, but slept on the floor to be near the window
over the back of the house where Grandma had spoken
to the Faeries. I wanted to hear whatever strange sounds
there were to be heard.
I tried to conjure up the Faeries by repeating any
words I knew in Irish. Grandma spoke to God and his
angels in Latin, but to the Faeries she spoke only Irish.
It was their language. The wild sounds and energy in the
language fused with the image of the Faeries that was
forming in my mind. Whenever Grandma spoke her
mysterious Gaelic I heard a tumble of whooshing sounds
with sudden, abrupt endings. The Faery language made
me imagine these Faeries as slight creatures who darted
from point to point making only that green and leafy
sound that rain sodden bushes make when rustled. I
knew that they were ·in her garden, among the broad
leafed peony bushes. I had no doubt. I had heard, if not
seen them, there.
I searched my memory for Irish sounds. All I could
remember of the warning was the Irish word for water,
"uiscei," which sounded like "whiskey." I chanted "whis
key Mayo" and "Mayo whiskey" and waited for sounds of
the Faeries in the yard.
My chant made me feel power
ful and just on the edge of something exciting but dan-
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gerous. "Whiskey Mayo, Mayo Whiskey." I felt braver
knowing that the holy water from Lourdres would keep
them from taking anything from me, for hadn't Grandma
told me Lourdres water would keep me from any harm. I
crossed myself with it once more for safe measure and
fell leep trying to imagine the Land of Faery.
I 1 pt fitfully throughout th night and woke early
with a start. Th nois of the milkman's tru k in the
all y wok m . I heard him aying "Momin' Mrs. Fahey.
1\vo quarts?" and then h ard my Grandma's voice say
ing ''Two's fine, Mr. McGrath." I sat up, rubbed my eyes
and wondered what I was doing on the floor. I dragged
myself across the room, collapsed on my bed and fell
back to sleep.
I was dreaming that I was in a small boat tied to a
river bank on which stood both of my Grandmothers.
Grandma Fahey was telling me that a word that sounded
like "bhaideen" was Irish for little boat. Grandma Keary
was loosening the boat's tether to the shore and waving
goodbye.
I was roused from the dream by the sound of the
telephone downstairs and was sitting on the edge of my
bed when Grandma Fahey came in.
"Child, I've got some sad news for you."
I steeled myself for news about my Mother. They
didn't tell why she was in the hospital, but I knew they'd
have to tell me if she weren't coming home.
''There's to be a funeral in two days, Lucy."
Still I felt nothing.
"Your Grandmother, Mrs. Keary has passed on."
I heard my heart pounding in both ears. It
sounded like hammering on an empty barrel. My lungs
filled with cold air as I breathed in this incomprehensible
news. Two days later I sat with Grandma Fahey at the
funeral Mass. I wondered where Grandma Keary was. I
was certain that she was not in the closed casket that
stood before the altar. Had the Faeries taken her, and
had I caused it by trying to make them come out? I had
dared them to show themselves with my magic chant.
Tears came to my eyes as the priest sprinkled holy
water on the casket. Holy water would do no good if the
Faeries took her. Grandma Fahey told me not to cry and
to pay attention to the priest. I listened and heard the
priest intone "... et lux perpetua luceat eis." I thought I
heard my name. ~
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Today, Have I ...
Eric Dunn

made a new friend?
smiled?
made someone else smile?
expressed myself?
learned something new?
expressed my appreciation?
honored my ancestors?
helped someone?
improved in some way?
been me?
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an audit
Paul David Colgin

circus circus
Paul David Colgin

i am judged sound
just my father and i now two
old men
i arranged our return to the
circus where so many years before
lost and surrounded by awful
fascinations i wandered eventually
back into his arms
in a way nothing more important
has happened since
this time i never took my eyes
off him so much closer now than
i to innocence so much easier
now to really lose

i sprawl out in profit margins
like an amoeba changing my
shape to make room for the numbers
i live in bottom lines and move
and have my being projected
with the revenues i generate
and regenerate spending as
little as i can
i am judged sane
unseen i take stock of myself
rising and falling
i invest only in commodities
that should not be bought and sold and
in the guaranteed future of
my soul
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In the Mirror, Other Mirrors
LynLifshin

reflections of
reflections unending
as days when
Penelope waited,
braiding what
was into what
was ahead,
her fingers
signing to
wool, singing to
the quiet. Years
of yarn,
silver braiding
with silver,
weaving a spell
under stars
the stained glass
making its
own patter,
rose and jade
bleeding into
shadows to
tum your head

Under the Circle of Mirror
Lyn Lifshin

square compacts,
round ones,
some blue enameled,
the powder worn
less than the
lines around the
woman's face
standing in front
of the dark wood
hardly able to say
what she might have
more easily before he
left. She poses
as whoever wore a
ridge in the powder
might have, studying a
pose, trying out a
phrase or a way
of looking as
if trying to get
back a part she
played and nearly lost
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AMERICAN GOTHIC
Michael Gregg Michaud

Wild Horses Dying Where the Land Becomes a Desert
Lyn Lifshin

after the fourth day
they stood and swayed
like a weight on
a rope that
moves when nothing
seems to move it
they fall against
each other
crnmbling stones
brick turning to dust
the horses are dying
of dust pneumonia
they are so light
the wind moves them
they could be water
hooves and hair
in the rippled sand
like shells

Amos and Effie watched us
from across the road,
standing with sad defiance
near the aluminum mail boxes
tilted in the soft gravel shoulder
near their driveway,
often with a drink in hand,
squinting through eyeglasses
balanced on sun burned noses.
If we noticed them
Effie would try to appear busy,
poking at her tomato plants with a hoe.
But Amos just stood,
his fat belly protruding,
hiding his belt,
pulling his dull undershirt taut.
They lived alone in a clap board house,
small and unkempt,
with a roof that bowed in the middle,
their yard cluttered with broken farm equipment
Sometimes Amos hobbled across the road
to talk with Uncle Adrian
when he was alone in the field
about baseball scores
or the price of cider apples.
They were always welcome
to join our family cook-outs.
Sometimes they did.
Effie laughed hoarsely
without smiling,
and drank and smoked cigarettes
as her eyes darted around our picnic table.
But she always left in tears
crying about her son in prison.
Mostly they just watched us
from across the road
shifting from foot to foot
murky in the shadows
of my Auntie's monstrous front yard oaks.
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Sleep Walking
Lyndell Pittman

We as a peopl have come to manifest
our own destination
Lives of termination, segregation, emancipation,
and deliberate integration.
Our mission is yet to be defrned.
200 years of nothingness and still not
enough to encourage togetherness. For
unity is overlooked everyday.
We have worked hard to gain very little
and can't call home a place in which
We have built from ground up.
The fundamentals for which we stand
are not equal to that of the social
ideology called progress. But who
are they anyway.
Longevity is unfolding, Time gets longer
but life get shorter. Our future is
in our own hands.
Pestimestic homeAside has built wall of
dividend into the center of our community
and still we violate, the one foundation
in which has given us the backbone to endure the hardship (Family)
What happened who broke the cycle.
Once again we have fallen Victims to the Process,
forgetting about our past.
But who are They Anyway!
They are the situations,
They are the processes,
They are the Oppressors,
They are We as We are They.
So lets break the Cycle?
It's all in the Mind.

For The Love of MOTHER"
0

Lyndell Pittman

Last night I wrote a poem to you,
Took my time to feel the words.
I went into my heart to do,
and this is what I heard.
Since the day we met,
or even 9 months before.
Our lives were meant to be together,
what God has had in store.
Many a day must pass when,
You doubt my dearest Love?
But remember as you see each day,
our gifts from God above.
So try as hard if we must!
To go our separate ways.
But GOD arranged this bound to LOVE
and that's the way it STAYS.
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'Ilthoughts of leaving poetry for fear of poverty,
like an avalanche abruptly structured from the bottom,
(but it's not the actual fear of poverty
(rather the fear of it
(entering
(the poetry.

-Scarecrow
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Norman J. Olson

The Poet "Patterns and Faces Emerge"
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morphology preceding becoming:
because it is socially unacceptable to continually stat that it
has all been nightmare. i've resorted to these poems, that is,
this path of it. poetry. likened to a vertebrate which declares:
patience, meditate on my decay. which clings rapidly to such
notions of departure. which behaves the fool on the premise
that only lesser creatures will witness its actions.... i've shifted
to human here....prophecy or not, that only the most humble
could possibly survive this chaos inherit.
human form: swallows through the postorbitals....strive for it
by degree....by evolutionary degree....w/ in the confines of the
museum eager students piece together the fossilized remains of
an early homonid, a relatively young form. using better than
dental tools and a glue patented by the curator. utter silence
around what once possessed the magic of breath. language?
or whatever other being we suppose to it. the doings of a god
perhaps. the scavenging of a gazelle, or the barter of seeds for
whale meat.
the museum. one needs a permit to be....we who excavate
ruins and rooms, each other....to see what stands before us.
surgeons buried in a cavity, to keep the hands upon is to
remember. lame, our actions, the definition of: as being
present yet lacking the scope to emerge w / a unique glyph. the
needed glyph. a glyph illuminating hope, something that will
translate into our consciousness directly.
and if not that some high pitched wailing.

-Scarecrow

q[i'll tell my grandchildren that it involved dice and marijuana
and seldom feeling at home. i'll tell them that the best
moments, all too few, were at the vast places. desert and
ocean skies, classic. black and clear. away from man. i'll tell
them that i surrendered dozens of times but none were there to
take my flag. that i was no more humiliated than a strong
back w/out a bank account. that their grandmother and i died
in every city we drove into. that there were many voices, all
now long submerged and swallowed. tea leaves and tears, tea
leaves and tears. jackrabbits dancing before headlights. hard
labor on the plate. red earth and cactus crunching beneath
tires. in neutral, coasting. midnight.

-Scarecrow

"Untitled"
Luis Ruiz
I left town in some what of a rush, didn't pa k a thing
just stopp d at an ATM to g t om ca h. Only thing I anied
b sides an over inflat d spar tire, was a quart r in the bottom
of my shoe and a quote I pinned to my dashboard that read,
"many are called but few are chosen". You see I had the notion
that if I became pure, clean and consumed with love God could
no longer withhold himself from me
And why shouldn't I think that? Every one else had seen
the almighty figure. In Ohio traffic was backed-up to Bowling
Green with the hope of beholding the image of Christ on the
side of a rusted silo. In Tucson Christ appeared on a lady's
tortilla. And in Alabama a horse gave birth to a pair of under
developed stillborn Siamese twins, which one reporter de
scribed as having an uncanny resemblance to a child being
embraced by Christ.
I wondered how God would manifest himself to me, what
form he would take: maybe a piece of bark, or a worn discarded
car seat, or possibly a traveling salesman. And how was I to
know whether I could bare the ecstasy of communing with
God? The only preparation I had was my grandmother's "Jello
Cream Delight".
Whoever he was, I knew that he would not come oppres
sively but commiserately. "God is made in our image and our
likeness", said the man I met at the county detox center who
had Christ's suffering image tattooed across his chest.
I headed directly toward Utah, for obvious reasons. Plus I
vaguely remember some connection between prophets of old
and mountain tops. I envisioned someplace deep in silence,
where I could remove myself from the physical and material
world, and have a prophetic experience beyond the reality of
human intellect, beyond this archetypal sphere of metaphor.
Soon I was surrounded by steep canyons like the ones
John Wayne rode through. I start fantasizing that these very
rocks may have been filmed by John Ford or Howard Hawks, or
that they may have been hit by a stray bullet used in an actual
gun fight. I continued to think along these lines, until I imag
ined cutting one of these massive rocks in half, and finding
rings like a tree, and at its center the beginning of time.
I stopped the car at the end of a dirt road, where two
mountains had begun to tear apart, and in the slit I wedged
myself past the crust of the earth. On the surface of every wall
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were the remains of a life that once existed there--the ocean,
the fish, and the man that once scratched deer, horses, bows,
and the sun--into the red rock.
Th path traver ed up the side of an enormous boulder
and app ared to ontinue to wrap around itself ending at the
place it had started. I tood on the edge of the rock and saw
my car far below and the road that brought me here. In front
of me was the sun and the moon, moon, and a world I couldn't
fathom any larger.
Suddenly a flash shook the sky, and a grey pillar of
smoke ascended toward heaven. I stared at the floating ash
and waited for the rush of wind that would melt the plants
around me, and singe the hair on my body. As the cloud lifted
it revealed two cars who had met in a collision. One was a red
convertible mustang whose license plate read "FOUR-U". The
other was a van with a handicap lift on its side.
The driver of the mustang had long blond hair and tight
jeans. The driver of the van was old, with tobacco stains on the
tips of her fingers. A third person in the wreck was a young
girl no more than eight, whose hands were curled like weath
ered leaves and had a head as large as a sixty pound egg. The
three victims pressed their faces against the shattered glass in
a circle of looks that spiraled into eternity and at its vortex a
large American car with tinted windows approached. It rolled
cautiously toward the wreckage, finally stopping in front of the
little girl, who was slowly waving her hand as if she were in a
parade. The driver's window slowly rolled down, and it was
J esus in a frock. He motioned to the women, upon which they
walked over to the passenger side of the car. The blond and
the old lady sat in the back seat. The little girl sat up front
with J esus.
He rolled his window back up, drove away, and left me with the
awful sensation of vertigo.
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THE EYE OF CYCLOPS
Farzana Moon

Star of Fate
Come, crash into my Being
Bright, splintertng sorrows
Await the coming of such tyrants
First, the jest of a moon
A twinkling glee
Remote and malignant
Hovering, plotting, leertng
Then the cold wit of the night
Chilled, resplendent and bedazzled
Holding a molten volcano
In its own tyranny of a revenge
Where grief challenges despair
And misery fights hopelessness
The wretched me
My tyrannous Self
In the bondage of longings
Pale, gossamer shadows
Wearing a lace of pain
Cradling my Muse
In the spider-web of dreams
Such beautiful madness
swaddled in the innocence of hope
Unseeing
A smoldering ball of fire
The eye of Cyclops
Branded and singed
On the brow of the Sun
Burning my desire thus
In a blind challenge to blinded fate
To murder the mystery of the mysterious
Reaching out to embrace
Ah! the Muse unapproachable

to be in it
Paul Baker

Is true love lost in the act of birth?
When dropped in the depth, it becomes
unclear, and beyond my grasp. My
frailty thickens. Why are "we"
separated? For the chance of union?
I can not see beyond eyes.
such honest lies.
I wait for union. Can it be found
when trapped in emotion? My hollow
stomach aches from a spark.
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Headache# ....
Lara Davis

CLASS IN THE TWILIGHT ZONE
Lara Davis

Boredom, .. amplified;
The monotone voice at the front of the room
had no highlights to peak my interest.
I tried to focus,
tum my internal dials to clear and control
but my concentration was lost in the hissing of air vents
buzzing of fluorescent lights
and the maddening slow ticking of the clock in my head.
I tried desperately to cling to a channel
and grasp at the strains of discussion;
but my antenna only picked up confusion.
Until I noticed it. ..
the deep, deep gre n of the rug under my feet
and then I heard crowds cheering as I rushed to the goal
people celebrating as I hit the game winning home run!
My body rises quietly to leave the room...
And suddenly I fiercely plunk my tee down
on the green of the grass
and loudly shout "Fore!"

St. Helens
awakens
inside my head.
Lighting bolts strike
from behind
and the throbbing begins.
I am assaulted by
the tremors
that start
and spread from within,
shattering the equilibrium
and fearing
the world will vanish
again; for 5 ... 10... 20
minutes or more
and the vise is turned
another unbearable tum
tighter. I would
remove my head
temporarily--this stabbing
pain-the feeling of ether
being pressed into my face-
just let it explode;
I will welcome the release
from this pressure-cooker skull.
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he sits with his slim hands
Hilan

from the treehouse
Hilan

i see him in there hacking
on those keys at that table
but he should be outside
swinging on thick branches
racing through piles of leaves
and chasing slightest breezes
he should not be inside
scribbling with a frail twig
on a thin white piece of me
i sit here and stare within
as he crumples up my skin
and scrape against the box
he has built of me and he

he sits with his slim hands
in the pockets of his father
fingers the same change
leaning back against the same hood
of the same old station wagon
before climbing in
and pulling away slowly from the curb
when the sun climbs stretching
past the same window
scratching at the same walls
in the similar silence of steady early morning
he is sitting in his father's chair
holding his father's pen
and he scribbles too
and as he rises and leans down
slips his pen back in his pocket
he grabs instead the small boy waiting
grasping at his knees
he smiles his father's smile
bears the same teeth
growls and grins
and whispers the same
promises and warnings into little ears
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Pedro Salinas

Pedro Salinas

Spain
Page

Winter, world in white.
Sculptures, snows, and feathers
rain shades of white, pile up
whiteness, play in white.
Lithe,
slippery, tall,
the columns hold up
ceilings of white clouds.
Flocks of doubtful doves
vacillate among whites
above and below,
summoning the sum of their wings.
Who is winning? Who will win?
Snowflakes
go on rampages.
Noiseless collisions, snowfalls,
ermines, confrontations.
But the wind unleashes
to allow desertions, escapes,
and victory for
rose, blue, sun, dawn:
a steel point, a feather
against the whiteness of a blank
page, you, first word.

Translated by David Garrison

Spain
South, with Wind

Oh, Seville, Seville,
cruel warrior, tell me
why you pierce me each afternoon
with so many arrows,
shafts of light from
the blue tiles of your towers!
Oh, Seville, Seville!
Why do you dry those
white
harbingers of peace
in the windy March sun,
those little children's shirts,
afternoon flags
on the high rooftops?
Oh, Seville, Seville,
take me as a lover!
And Seville loved me.
And the girls came out
and bandaged
my wounds from the arrows
-shafts of lightwith bandages
of children's shirts,
dry
on the high rooftops.

Translated by David Garrison
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Pedro Salinas

Spain

Hurried Traveler

City, did I see you or not?
Last night was a rush
to leave the night.
In vain you offered me
a blur of elegance
as I passed through.
That cathedral
firing stones
into the fog ... some
murky water pillaging
lights from the bridges.
Inaccessible behind
guardians of glass
was the heart of each store-
pearl, flower, or painting.
And there was one smooth calf
in sheer hose
when clouds caught
the asphalt's muddy quicksilver.

Translated by David Garrison

OFF THE EDGE
Diana Pinckney

With wood swelling under their feet,
the blue sea falling into black,
weren't those sailors who had been told
the world was round
sure in their hearts it was flat?
The men on the Nina must have wondered
when wind took their sister ships
over a relentless horizon.
Their eyes wide the way mine were in Prague
when my friends went off the edge,
stepping on that wooden escalator,
its steep, clacking stairs calling me
to pitch forward.
I never would have seen Old Town
without turnstile and tourists pressing at my back.
Why do any of us long
for the bed we haven't slept in,
that beach sand of another color?
Now this airplane's window shows the lights
like aqua and white beads in broken waves
below us. With inky space swallowing us,
I understand my seat-mate's dry martini
and the fascination of a woman across the aisle
with whatever she pulls
from her substantial briefcase.
Convinced this machine
hurls us beyond hope,
certain the curve of the road I live on
is past recovery,
the maple sheltering my yard a miracle,
I close my eyes and bargain
with promises a child makes,
truly believing the other side of the street
will no longer pull me to its vacant houses.
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New Ordeal
Epiphany

Jonathan McNeal

Jonathan McNeal

I've found the shallow,
though I search for the deep.
When it comes to love,
I try not to weep.
I try to stand tall
not to fall in a heap.
But most men, you see,
they put me to sleep.

For a single moment, with no one, I was content.
But then I saw him.
We danced.
We talked.
He was charming.
He called, he's married, but I want him.
For a toy, he wants me - or is there more?
I'm bound to get hurt.
Pain?
Is that what I strive for?

Onward march!
If he takes my hand,
he's bound to take my heart.
I'm so eager to give it away.
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ON BEING ASKED WHY SHE PAINTED THAT BARN
B.A. St. Andrews

Because in farm country
the eye surveys
as seamless as water
mile after mile
of loneliness

I

Because every barn
is a buoy
marking the shoals and sharp
geometrics of plow
and uncut cottonwood
Because a barn
waits like a woman
who knows and needs
no rest, filling with
life and the harvest
Because it stands
stone by stone
and timber on tin
a monument to
human hands
Because
even when stars
do not, this landlocked
beacon shines my
lone way home

RADICAL LOVE
BA. St. Andrews

I mean starting
from your roots up
to love you
deeper than loam
knows. I want to
explore the same scenic
shores your blue-green
capillaries do. I mean
to climb every limb
you've ever lifted
to welcome a widening
sky or birds or rain.
Like sun and moon I will
never stop circling
you and I pledge allegiance
to one firmament alone:
Your rivers, stars, and stones
my chosen Home.
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Flights
Patrick Scott Geisel

Thoughts on the Campus Bamline University
Norman J. Olson

Dark branches are poking holes in the sky. Rain drips
sadly on the forlorn bricks. At one time, only a few generations
ago, this
rainy campus, full of students and dripping trees, was
a woodland glade, a clearing in the forest of Oak and Sugar
Maple trees, (trees
ol~. hard as rock and knotted). Where that building, slick with
bncks and Window walls, sits; two hundred years ago,
an owl lived.
Where this brick path circles, an Anishhanabe elder
once stood, in
dripping deer skins, beneath dark branches poking holes
in the sky and
thought about tangled tendrils of smoke
walking from the bowl of his
sacred pipe
into the tangled sky of spirits.
Even today, the voice of an owl is sometimes heard hooting
softly from
·
another world, on a rainy afternoon.

I woke up when the sunlight hit my eyes. I've
always been like that, waking up at sunrise. It's a habit
left over from so many years of living by myself. I lived in
a second floor apartment then, with white walls and
hardwood floors, and I always kept the blinds open.
There wasn't much in the place, just a few small things,
not too much to wony about. There was a tiny kitchen,
an ancient desk that had belonged to my grandmother,
an old record player, a mattress on the floor, and those
big white walls. They were bright and shiny against the
darkness of the wooden floors. Even on rainy days the
place felt good. The light and openness in there were
comforting. It was simple, and that's the way I wanted it.
Every- morning I would wake up when the room
was just starting to get light. It was like the sunlight
that was coming in, it was mine. It became part of the
room. It belonged in that room and I would lie there and
wait for it. Sometimes, I would think about my dreams.
I shifted back and forth between them, changing them
and making them up as I went. Other times I couldn't
remember the dreams. I lmew that they had been there,
that I had dreamed, but I couldn't remember them. They
were so far away, and the sunlight was coming in, tempt
ing me. Sometimes I would get up and sit in a chair by
the window and watch the shadows move across the
ground behind the building. They moved slow around
me through the room, then out and down onto the world
below, stretching out the corners of the day.
But most often I laid in bed and wrinkled up my
face, letting the sunlight trickle in real slow. The streaks
would come through in little flashes and I would savor
them until I opened my eyes all the way to the bright
ness. Right then, all alone in the open quietness, I was
the dreamer awakened. I dreamed and I was the dream.
It was my favorite part of the day.
This morning I stayed in bed. The sun was shining
in the window, but the room was still almost dark. This
was not my apartment. The light was coming in through
a single high window on which had been placed a num
ber of glass jars and bottles filled with colored marbles.
Each bottle contained a different color of marbles, and
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the light shining through them produced a weak rainbow
on the far wall. I followed the longest blue streak up the
wall with my eyes to where it reached feebly across the
ceiling toward the huge queen-sized bed. The two of us
together used less than half of it, choosing instead to fall
asleep in each others' arms. Robyn lay beside me as she
had done for the past couple of months, still sleeping.
Since I had moved in with her, she had never waken up
early once.
I watched her lying there, curled up on her side
like she always did, and put a hand on her shoulder.
"Robyn," I whispered, almost inaudible even to myself.
She didn't stir and I didn't say it again, just stayed there
for a moment with my hand on her shoulder looking
around the room. I squinted my eyes at the rainbow wall
until the colors spread and widened and mixed together
into one distroted blend of purplish light floating toward
the ceiling. I squinted even more and the purple fell in
broken streaks of strained light and finally disappeared
as I shut them out.
I remembered flying. When I was a kid, I used to
dream about flying. Not in an airplane or anything, I just
leaned back into the wind and it took me away. I could
feel myself smiling. It had been a long time. I opened my
eyes and reached for Robyn again. I felt to make sure
she was breathing. She always was, but it was comfort
ing to feel it.
I lifted her hair very carefully off her shoulders and
spread it down her back and ran my fingers through the
long ends. She liked it when I did that, but she was
sleeping now.
"Robyn," I whispered, "you're missing it. It's real
pretty this morning." That wasn't entirely true. It was
nothing like the mornings we had spent in my apartment
before I gave it up. The drapes on the big Window were
drawn closed, and the mini blinds behind them so that
~ery little ~ight c~e th_rough_. The room was getting
ligh_t, but 1t wasn t gettmg bnghter; it was simply getting
easier to see. In my apartment, I made cinnamon rolls
before dawn and brought them to her in bed. We ate
them right out of the old cast iron pan and talked about
our dreams. Now we mostly slept in on the weekends
and read the newspaper over a late breakfast.
"You going to get up?" I whispered over her. She
was breathing heavy and slow. "I miss you." I pulled the
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hair back from her forehead. "Where are you?" She
stirred a little, rolled over toward me onto her back, and
let out a low hum. "Are you dreaming?" She didn't an
swer when I ran my fmgers through her bangs. "I think
I'm going to get up," I said. "You want anything?" She
was still sleeping. She was like those dreams I couldn't
remember, the ones that got away. She was far away,
and I couldn't reach her. And the sunlight was starting
to come in the window.
I got up and opened one of the curtains. I left the
other one closed to keep the sun out of her eyes. Then I
twisted the blinds open just enough to catch the angle of
the sun and slide the window open a few inches. The
breeze felt good on my face, and I realized how hot it was
in the room. I opened the window a little more, turned
and tucked the sheet up over Robyn and kissed her on
the cheek. Then I sat on the edge of the bed and looked
out the window. It was completely quiet; I could hear
Robyn's regular breathing behind me. I watched for a
while out the window, not really looking for anything and
not really finding anything. The sun was coming in from
that $ide, so I couldn't tell by the shadows how long I sat
there, but when I leaned back down on the bed I saw
that the long blue streak from the other window had
reached us.
I was flying again. I remembered now how it
worked. I had to lean into the wind at just the right
angle so it would catch me. I rocked back on my feet, sat
down a little, leaned back until I could feel it. Then I let
myself go and the wind pushed my feet out in front of me
and carried me away. I went thirty feet, forty feet, and
then the world was gone. And the wind became like that
sunlight in my apartment. It came for me, it was mine. I
couldn't control it, but I could catch a part of it, fit into
it, and let it carry me away. I remembered now, remen_i
bered how to feel it, how to let it flow around me and give
myself up to it.
I floated for a while. Once you've matched the
speed of the wind, it doesn't puli you anymore, it moves
with you and you float in it. It's like heavy water under
you; you can squeeze great balls of it in the palms of
your hands.
I flew just above the treetops. There was a soft
pulsing in the air, and I moved to the feel of it. It was
fast and familiar, like a heartbeat, and I flew faster to
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keep up with it. The beating grew stronger and I flew
even faster, too fast to recognize anything below me now.
I could feel the world passing by, but I couldn't tell where
I was going. I was just flying.
Then suddenly the pounding stopped and every
thing was quiet and I was hovering outside of a second
story window looking in at Robyn. She was only a few
feet away, but the rest of the world was too far away to
see or feel. There were only Robyn and I and the window.
When I reached a hand out for her I could feel the weight
of the air around me. It pulled down on my arm. It was
holding her away. "Robyn," I called, "take my hand."
But I could feel the weight pulling me down. I had to
draw my arm back in. "Reach for me," I said, stretching
my arm as far as I could without falling. I could see her
lips moving, but I couldn't hear any words. "What?"
She was waving me on. "Go!" she yelled. "I'll be
right here!"
A minute later I touched down in my third grade
school yard, just as I had taken off. This is the first
place I learned to fly. But it was small now, smaller than
I remembered. I wanted to take off again, but there
wasn't room. I couldn't get off the ground from here
anymore. I remember thinking it would be a long walk
home.
When I woke up I was sweating. Robyn was curled
up tight against me with her head on my chest, and I
could feel her heart beating against my stomach. "Hey," I
said quietly, moving a little and trying to let some air in
between us. "You're hot."
She wiggled away half an inch and turned her head
up to me. "How'd you sleep?" she asked. "You're on my
side of the bed."
"Yeah." I rubbed the sleep from her eyes.
"Did you get up again?"
"What?"
"Sometimes you get up in the mornings and then
come back to bed with me."
"I always thought you were asleep."
"Sometimes I probably am."
I brushed the hair back from her eyes and kissed
her forehead.
"Mmm," she said. "What did you dream about?" ~

Autumn
Rene Cardenas

At dawn the air
is humming softer now.
The day goes bythe last of vanquished armies;
the streets are cowed
by wayward leaves.
The day's great watch
is not as rosy,
the clouds float by,
as dreaded ghosts.
The world turns backward.
We are as old as trees,
the rose has no more life
than memory.
It is time to harvest words,

mend the fence of brisk reunions,
rake the pathway clear
of bright intentions,
somehow find the time
to greet the moon
arching past the hills.
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Penga la Mesa
Gay Brewer

The Siesta of Your Life
Gay Brewer

As the man lay in the cot

A place was laid for you.
You missed the meal
again, there is your chair.
The small plate, napkin,
knife and spoon, coffee
cup and saucer, all covered
With the net that keeps
flies away. The sugar bowl,
honey and marmalade
because no one knows
your preference. The
plate's isolation is palpable.
Who asked for their
kindness or can forgive it?
You move as lightly as
the body allows, to hold
solitaiy space, but the tiles
chatter with your leavmg.

his hair and neck grew wet.
An afternoon breeze came
down off the mountain,
he burrowed into covers
for the comfort of heat.
It was as if hours were days
and each minute an hour.
What a month it had been-
the new house, the project
at work, the big birthday.
Now another country.
His fevered mind attempted
to pattern the last weeks.
Surely, if change is to come,
it will anive now. If only

these claws could rip a path
through the calendar, into
his dumb heart. He thinks
This time when I return...

The imposter is forever
opposite the beast he claims.
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i be a leaf
for Kathy

Foladeh' Mondisa Durham

i be a leaf
i be green
and i be sappy

eaten by Afrtcan
jungle animals
monkey
be my host
i be his prey
ants be parading
on me, too
i be a leaf
i be green

i, the feast upon the tree
i be blown in the night breeze

and scorched from the sun
tired and exhausted
did you know my life be so hard?
tree crabs damage me severely
and crunch my spine away
i be a leaf
i be green
i be mobile, born of one
and transported to another
by a million and three tiny creatures
nature diminishes my essence
what i'd give to be left alone
dropped in the mud
buried in the sand
rain pounces upon my crown
do you see me turn brown?
disentangled
and falling on plateau
i be more that you think
what you see is not what i be
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i be a leaf
i be green
worn by tribal descendants
i be picked
for school projects
and stuck in a photo album
to be opened and reviewed
every ten years
i be scared and lonely
yet so surrounded, eternally
i never be recognized for my duty to all
i be a leaf
i be green
i be on earth from day one
i provide nutrients to live
and sunflowers with decor
butterflies be restin' on me
when powder leaves their wings
i be the foliage that becomes nappy
before a storm
watch me closely, see what i mean
i be a leaf
i be green
i be important enough

to occupy a poets' subject
offering so much more
than shade from the trees
i be natural
and green like the good stuff
i be the leaf that witnessed
Nefertitti graze the sand
and i belonged to the tree
that coons hung from, by a rope
i be the leaf the Klan stood beneath
watched history from atop a tree
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redemption
i be a leaf
i be green
i be on earth
and i be seen by cave dwellers
the dish feeding many of the islanders
herbal doctors love me
for my excellence in healingjuices
tom, blown and taken advantage of
each spring
and falli be a colorful jungle of stuff
(that lovers perceive as romantic)
see all i be?
halt and notice
appreciate all i give
all i mean
i be a leaf
i be green

Fola.deh' Mondisa Durham

your space had me institutionalized and i was preoccupied
either way
toward anxiety i stepped, not knowing, beginning to learn
myself
which is a step not all can grasp
i meditate on blankness in the night, now
so cold toward emotions and lost relations
i suspect one day it will pass, maybe
i feed the voice of rage and tension with a subconscious you
somehow i have passed into experience far beyond the way i
intended
womanhood has delicately been introduced
and i am learning day by day
morning by morning you cross my mind
my chin gradually elevates,
realizing i am a beautiful expression without your attendance
my love, i have given to you
but now, i will exit our experience
because that is my script...
i will remember the candle just the way it was created,
and never again will i scream of gardens screaming perfection
for perfection is not you
recovering, bringing my head
from the imprint on your chest, i am now strong enough to
ascend
good night, dear past for i have grown and as it is meant for me
i will kiss this part away to the dusk where it can be r ecycled
standing at a distance from there makes me realize things, now
i can see through your insouciance
and your caring is less than mediocre
at one point, you were the blanket i rested under
protected me as i slept and by day, as i walked.
to pieces my mind has fallen, high my strength h a s climbed
turning, i must redo an ample piece of life
and i once stood there and once you stood with m e
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Worms
a short play by

Just the smog.
HAL

Andy Wibbels
(C) MAW 1995

Great day to be alive.
JASON

(Noon~e. A cool summer's day. Parkbench. JASON, a younger
man sits. HAL, an older man sits down next to him.)

Sure 'nough.
HAL
Cola?
JASON

HAL
Pringle?

Naw.
JASON

No thanks.

HAL

HAL
Awc'mon.

I think its days like this that take me by the dick and say "this

is what life is about."

JASON
No really. Thanks. I just ate.

JASON
Really.

HAL
Suture-self.

HAL

Yeah. This is what being a man is all about.
JASON
Sure is a gorgeous day.

JASON
HAL

And what's that?

You can say that again.
JASON
That again.

HAL

Beauty. Life. Nature.

HAL
Sure is a gorgeous day.

JASON
Oh.

JASON
Sure is.

HAL

Life ever grab you by the dick?
HAL

Yeah. Not a cloud in the sky.
JASON

JASON
Not really. No. Well, I guess yes. One time I was standing in
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line at the supermarket checkout counter and this lady cash
ier, she goes: "paper or plastic" and I say paper and so I write
my check and pay for my stuff and go to get my groceries right.
Well she put them in plastic. I turned to the girl-must have
been about 14 with all them zits-and I say: "I wanted paper
bags." 'Tm sony sir I thought you said plastic." Well that was
it. I said "I didn't say plastic maybe you heard plastic but I
didn't say I wanted no fucking plastic bags!" I mean look at the
goddamned environment you know? How can we today actually
dream of getting plastic goddamn bags to take our stuff home
in.
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JASON
It is easier to process paper back into paper than it is to pro
cess plastic bags into raw plastic.
HAL

Really.
JASON
Oh yeah. So that's why I said paper instead of plastic.
HAL
Pretty fascinating.

HAL
Killing trees versus petroleum products.

JASON
Exactly. So life took me by the dick and I said, "young lady, I'd
appreciate it if you'd take my groceries out of their plastic bags
and put them in some paper bags." Of course she was on to
the next customer by now. But I didn't give a fuck. So she
looks at me cheWing gum with her mouth open like Elsie the
cow. She turns to me and says "Can I just do it next time." I
say "no you can't just do it next time because there won't be a
next time." So I took my groceries in their plastic bags and
threw them in a couplea paper bags and took my cart. I never
went to that place ever again.
HAL
So why paper and not plastic?

JASON
Paper can be recycled. I recycle do you?
HAL

Oh yeah. Everything.

JASON
Sometimes you just gotta stand up and take it all in.
HAL

What all in.
JASON
The way the world tries to royally screw you everytime you
bend over. Think about it. When was the last time somebody
offered you something for free?
HAL

Pringle.
JASON
No.
HAL
I dunno. 1 guess this morning when this asshole jumped out
from an alley and offered to suck my dick for free. But that
wouldn't have really been free. I mean he'd have my semen in
his mouth and stuff and he could father a whole mess a kids if
he got himself a wife at home. Who knows. He could have been
impotent. I sure wanted a blowjob though. Not from that guy.
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But from this blond thing that was parking her little red con
vertible on the street near the newsstand. I wanted her to come
over and not even ask. Just kneel down like praying to God.
Unzip my fly. Put my Johnson in her mouth and pray to me
instead. That's why I likes blowjobs. It's like praying. It's like
someone saying, I worship and love you completely that I am
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HAL

Worms. We are all descended from worms right? I mean wasn't
that Darwin's whole point.

willing for you to shoot your wad in my mouth and goddamn it
JASON

I am going to swallow it! Cola?

Yeah I guess.
JASON
:,

No.

HAL

You guess. Of course it was. He was saying that we evolved
HAL

But alas. Such is life.

from them. Well I think it was the reverse. You see I look at
humans and I see a lot of waste.
JASON
Waste?

JASON
Yeah. Such is life.

HAL

HAL

We have all of these resources and we don't use them.

I got this theo:ry that we are all worms anyway.

JASON
Like what?

JASON
HAL

We're what?

HAL

Like uh the post office. Like the Internet. Like uh television. We
use them but we really don't use them you know. Like we only
use about 2% of our brain capacity did you know that?

Worms. You know. Spineless. Slimy.

JASON
No.

JASON
I know some people who might be. Go on.

HAL

So I figure we are evolving into worms.
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JASON
Into worms.

JASON
Why wouldn't the worm be in the future?

HAL
The reverse. Exactly. Because we are such wasteful inefficient
~reatures and that is one thing that Mother Nature really hates
1s inefficient species. Look at the apes. We are already moving
down the line.
JASON
The apes are our
HAL
Ascendants. That's right. They didn't turn into us. We turned
into them. So anyway back to worms- we all have a worm in
the world. Like a kind of spirit worm.

HAL

Because evolution is an ongoing process. Some of us have
already turned into worms on the inside. We have reduced
ourselves or allowed ourselves to be reduced to mere consump
tion machines. So Mama Nature has engineered the worm that
we are to be already for us. So when we die our soul goes to the
worm. And we live on through the worm. If the worm gets
chopped in HALf. There are two of us. I always thought asexual
reproduction was the way to go you know. No commitment. No
cooperation. Not as messy as masturbating. You want a fanlily?
Cut yourself. You want a girlfriend? Cut yourself. They have no
sex in gender and no sex in terms of fucking. They don't fuck!?
JASON

JASON
Spirit worm.

Hmmm.

HAL
A guardian angel if you Will. This worm is who we're eventually
going to become. When we were born this worm wa s b om.

HAL

Think about it. You are a worm. I am a worm. You see all of
these people? Everyone of them has an earthworm devoted to
them.

JASON
JASON
Yeah but what kind of worm and how do you know?

HAL
The most
efficient worm which would be the usual e arth worm.
.
No spme. Eats dirt. Shits dirt. Lives. Dies. We have an
extranatural bond with this worm · It i·s like th e Karamozov
brothers except one of them is a worm • Anyway. 111·1s worm 1s
.
what we're one day going to become. It is the things that we
haven't acquired yet.

Do the worms know this?
HAL

Hell, no, man they're just worms! They don't even have a cen
tral nervous system! Pringle.
JASON
Sure.
HAL

They have no concept of themselves. All they know is eating
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shitting. Tell me you don't know people like this.
JASON
JASON

Once on PBS.

Wow.
HAL
See - it is already happening. Look, there's a worm.

HAL
That's those f uckin ' tribesmen in some dark jungle or shit. This
is the real thing.
JASON

Where?

JASON

So it hasn't been proved?
HAL

HAL
Right there...
JASON
Oh yeah. So that worm is really the spirit worm of somebody
else on the planet.
HAL
You better believe it.
JASON
What do you think his name is?

No Not if you count - once I too k a worm and killed it. Put it in
a blender. The next day then was a fatal car crash in the paper
and a Filipino woman was smashed to a bloody pulp.
JASON
How do you know it's not coincidence?

HAL
Oh I kn
I know in here. I know it when I have some faggot
jumpin;:~t of the alley asking to suck my dick. Think about
it.
JASON

HAL
It could be a her. It looks like a her. Looks like it had tits in a
previous life.

1 didn't get your name.
HAL

I didn't give it. Hal Jones.
JASON
That's an amazing theory you have.

JASON
Jason Emory.

Thanks. Cola?

HAL
HAL

Nice to meet you. Pringle?
JASON
Why not. To even fathom that all these years I have been think
ing about evolution the wrong way. How come no one has
thought of it before?

JASON
Sure. Lotion?
HAL

No thanks. My hands are always this chapped.
HAL
I dunno. I guess it wouldn't sell. How would you like to hear
that we are really the bottom of the foodchain. They eat us
man. Worms eat humans. You ever see humans eat worms?

(JASON looks at the worm and stands up, contemplating the
worm.)
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JASON
It was a pleasure to talk to you, Hal. I must admit I'm glad I ate
lunch out in the park today. You have a good day.

HAL
Hey man same for you. Thanks for listening. Most the time
people just run off like they've had their ass fall off.
JASON
People always run away from the truth.

broad-tailed hummingbird
Craig Cotter
for Diane Wakoski

(JASON stomps the worm. HAL falls over dead.
JASON runs off.)
viewed from outerspace
with an unaided human eye
THE END

i
he might be a quantum particle
he might be an electron
then
here
he leaves too
as a wave
and as a point of light.
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I Miss

James Stephenson
Life is funny.
We learn about ourselves, our beliefs,
how beautiful or how dark they may be.
Yet, we keep them hidden from the ones we love.
The ones that can help us.
Why? For shame, defiance. Are we a lesser person?
The door that controls our life opens and we sneak through.
Not any more, I say I
The more people I let in, the farther my door opens.
I embrace the fullness that life offers.
We are opening our doors, but not together.
This I miss.
Sometime the door creaks,
because it's never been open this far.
Finally the door will tumble and fall.
This is my goal for which I strive.
But in the end and through the middle,
the one I love and started with,
the one who counts as equal,
is not there.
That I miss.
Life is funny.
We bend yet don't break.
The body gives. The body takes.
It shares in joy, sorrow, and longing,
the body complains.
This is good we say, it lets us know, we are alive.
A better way to feel alive is in the arms of the one you love.
The embrace, the caring warm touch,
you know you're alive.
I miss.

Jennifer Jo Stewart
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Concrete Sounds Soft
Sean Brendan-Brown

Ugly Hat & Red Hook
Sean Brendan-Brown

You need a night at Hofbrauhaus
down the street from Shenanigan's
where fish-shops gas the night air
and squash-headed wharl-rats screech
like cats. It's beautiful
staring through a pitcher of Red Hook
With a shot of Ugly Hat in one hand
and a shot of Oso Negro in the other;
alone on the deck in drizzle,
pretending the few lights at St. Regis
are flickering candles, hearing the
roar of lions from Point Defiance zoo
something always sets them off
then the peacocks cry e-awk! e-awk!
christ what a sound-maybe it's Bundy's
ghost, standing in the rain by the gift: shop,
smelling the chowder, that disturbs them.
Animals know.
You hear someone say "Pretty like nice little,"
they say it again. What does it mean? You've
been away too long. You look through the wall
and rain and beerglass at the voices;
you see what they are describing-an emblem
of egg and heart, crying, its holder turns aside
unfastens the left flap of a nursing bra,
'
pulls the brown tip forward, a pearl of milk
on her fingertips: pretty like nice little.
It's beautiful, the baby in the bar, and under
the deck water laps at the posts, and blue crabs
drop from rocks plop! and the odor of diesel
and mudflat rot ftlls you up. The lions roar.
Peacocks answer.

She would h ave been anything.
The clatter of her night typing
and broken cups
sounded more b eau tiful to me
than musique concrete.
I b ought horns, strings, drums
to chase the sirens, horns, bottle
b urstings below our flat, 2nd &
Jefferson bed and gas-ring above
a burned porno store renovated
into an abstract expression gallery.
I kept an idea like money in my pocket
of becoming something she wouldn't move
out on.
Paul the landlord liked little. He
talked of Pollock and predatory lovers-
Seattle, he would say,
is run by kids. No class, no old
money decorum. Bah.
He gave us coffee, croissants,
wine when I was broke.
I gave him poems he
read then shoved back under my door.
Paul, Pollock, and I belonged
on 2nd & Jefferson
with the sirens, crackhouses, broken glass.
But she would have been anything:
actress, novelist, president
my God
we let people like that
fall from bridges
and here we are
another cold morning
filling a rusted Volvo
with gas.
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Turkish Coffee
David Chorlton

Mountain Nights
David Chorlton

The summer herdsmen on their mountainsides
stand between grass and the sky
by day, and sleep in wooden cabins
that barely hold to the slopes
when they sail
the dark pastures. Gravity evaporates
at this altitude where the snow
is never far away
and the air is too thin for trees.
Rocks float on sunlight
while the cows
roll their jaws
and the herdsmen watch, each of them
feeling himself the axis
of the world. Sometimes one ,
thinking himself alone,
lets go of a cry
that leaps from his mouth
across valleys, rebounding
and ringing each time
it strikes a mountain's face.
He never knows what happens
when he blows out the flame
of his oil lamp and as he rolls
over, he feels the mountain
shift with his weight.

Three spoonfuls, finely ground,
then the sugar; enough to balance
the bitter taste. Fill the copper pan,
small and tapered, brought
in Sarajevo years ago, and place it over fire.
Swirl it around,
let it boil three times, welling up
but never over, and pour
to cover the golden star and moon
pooled into the hollow
of each small cup.
Let the grains settle
before taking a sip.
Drink slowly down
to a residue of grains
and the flavor left behind
after a journey taken
from cafe to cafe,
over bridges arched like wishbones,
into mosques and hotels.
The borrowed ceremony carried home
from travelling
with its elements of metal,
water and ceramic
has become
one of memorial. Drink so as not to forget
the wooden shutters
and workshops of the coppersmiths,
empty ballrooms littered with the aftermath
of dancing, the comedy
of never understanding the language,
and tape recorded prayers
broadcast from the minarets.
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DAYROOMS
Walter Griffin

You read the poem to me
on the phone long distance
from the psychiatric ward while
the Puerto Rican lady sang
in your ear. You told me
about the piece of cracked glass
you had just in case you couldn't
take it anymore. Last night, a woman
dropped dead across the street.
I never even waved at her,
did not know her name. I hung
the phone up, felt the long distance
in the lines, felt your voice next
to mine in the quiet of my room.
"I live to sleep," you said.
At night I dream of your pale
wrists against the iced-over windows
overlooking the East River, and
of the sharp, jagged lines only
the blood knows to follow.

MODERN MAN
Walter Griffin

My mouth is stuffed
with cotton.
My hands are electric
wires.
The room tilts,
1 empty myself into
the condom.
I Wish it were you.
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Dharmas

TWO GOLDBERGS
Paula Tatarunis

Molly Youngkin

In Memoriam Glenn Gould

1955
The boy, an angel of velocity,
leans, oblique, to the keys
transparent to the music
as if it were his own radiance.

Hand, ear and eye constellate
ecstatic, mercurial, and strik;
the wood and wire like flint strikes flint
for the spark different each time
yet each time born in the bliss '
?f obe_dience: the contrapunctus
m which body is the ground
the particular, the pianist '
humming along on his
broken chair.
1981
And leans yet, but to
a different gravity
like a star becoming stone
a st~ be_come so densely ~ingular
th at its light involutes
to a pianissimo, largo, whisper, silence.

~is fingers linger on each note,
m not quite regret or au revoir
but stoic, somehow
'
'
even sacrificial
'
preparing: to give back
everything-body, fugue,
chair, voice - and enter
th e cantus firm.us of the dark.

I first realized my own mortality in the fifth grade. I
overheard my father, a minister, telling my mother that he had
a funeral in the coming week. Of course, I knew my father had
a significant role in the big events in life: baptisms, weddings,
deaths. Several weeks earlier, I'd been particularly pleased
with myself upon figuring out that when my father said, "I
married a couple today," he meant he'd performed the
ceremony and not entered into a menage-a-trois.
But I had not seriously thought about my father as one
who buries the dead, partly because he served a young
congregation where few parishioners died. But listening to my
parents' conversation from the hallway outside the kitchen that
night, I learned that the woman who had died was young. Very
young, my father told my mother. And she had choked to
death on her own tongue while sleeping.
As could be expected, my previously blissful nights of
comfortable snoozing came to a halt. That evening I lay in bed,
running my tongue back and forth along the inside of my front
teeth and thinking about the prospects of choking to death. I
swallowed hard, surprised by the suddenly large presence of
my tongue in my mouth. It had never seemed so intrusive
before now.
I clucked my tongue against the roof of my mouth, at the
back where the uvula hangs down in its fleshy, flappy way.
Could I reach that strange triangular piece of pink skin that
waggled at me as I inspected it in the mirror that night before
going to bed? Could the snaky tip of my tongue touch the back
of the palate if only I stretched it back far enough? And if my
tongue could actually reach that far back, would I be cutting
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off the flow of air the way that young woman's tongue had
when she died?
I did not know, and I could not summon the courage to
ask my parents, but I surmised that it was indeed possible to
choke to death on one's tongue. In my fear and sadness, I
struggled to stay alert each night in the days following the
young woman's death.

:I
I

There was one problem with keeping myself awake while
lying in the dark of my too-quiet bedroom: I had plenty of time
to nurse and nurture my neurosis. The tricks of the tongue
grew boring quite quickly since I could only stick my tongue
back so far without straining the muscles in my mouth. So I
turned to more complex philosophical questions. What hap
pens when I die? Do I just rot in the ground or does my spirit
move on? Is Heaven real or did someone just make it up? Is
Hell real? Will I know that I am dead when I die? Will I re
member that I was alive and miss it?
As I turned these questions over in my head, wiping tears

from my eyes frequently, I determined that, in fact, I would just
rot in the ground and never return to life again. I had no proof
of this, of course, but somehow I felt in my heart and in my gut
that millions and millions of years would pass by without my
renewed existence.
That thought sickened me. It made my stomach turn,
my eyes sting, and my throat close up tightly. It seemed to me
an injustice, something I should not have to endure and a fate I
did not deserve.
Now I am twenty-five years old, and my father, still a
minister, serves an aging congregation. Sometimes two or
three people in the church die in less than a week. Other
times, my father does more than one funeral in the same day.
Funeral income has paid for much of my university schooling.
I still don't sleep much, but it's not because l'm afraid of
dying. Usually, it's because our phone rings off the hook day
and night. Last week, I answered the phone and spoke to a
parishioner who was feeling sick. Tell your father that I want

him to do my funeral if I die today, she told me. I almost hung
up on her.
These days, I spend little time worrying about the
questions that haunted me as a fifth-grader. Instead, I
wholeheartedly believe that my body will mix with the Earth
after my death. It will join the dried wings of butterflies, the
ashes of former pets and backyard wildlife (like the baby
racoon that died on our porch waiting for its mama to retrteve
it). It will merge with the worms that move through vegetable
garden soil, and it will blend with the bones of my cousins and
aunts and grandmothers who have passed before me.
I will mingle with changing dharmas and become
something new. ~
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it's hard to tum into what you already are
jonathan levant

news that•s always more than news
Jonathan Levant

look i'm only a voice
the echo of an entrance
a nick name for the next exit
i used to read the sunday cartoons
over the radio to the blind
that was my mitzvah
meanwhile rain resonates like pinetree sawdust
sounding like my good dog ralph
shaking himself and his tags
let me be the clearest i've ever been
clearer far than your ear pressed to the mirror
songs are slogans set free
poems are recurrent dreams
poems are six million metaphors
poems are things you didn't think they were
poems are out of order poems are in order
between the queen bee and the honey bear
what does the naked boy on your lap
demanding to be read to mean? i prefer
mus~c to me~g; music prefers music to meaning
the ~e of the mind plays possible possum
seeking out the stark exiles; spiders unwebbed
lost children who have lost children
listen for their amputated footsteps
some of my best husbands are jewish
i talked to adolph eichmann today
he was still converting
soft voiced as a verdict

the song of the dead is a sort of sleeping song
i miss my hand i miss my handwriting
i miss my eye for here we weep dust
we hate to be hurried & we cannot be
the easy emotions stay the longest
we are detached as wings from wasps
do you have a room with the realmless dead
i am as blue as the male blue whale
i sell my sadness cheap
the coins of the dead grow eyelashes
being divvied out made him feel dead
like the king david hotel divided by a
bomb last year in jerusalem the
seamless stories of the dead accumulate
entire houses become toy boxes
morbud blossoms into black dalia
dahlia darling she corrects and you ex
perience her expensively the more you bid
the dead scrabble their names in order
to out cunundrum kaballah and they use
all the names of all the goddess gods
the living want to make off with our machines
they want to make out like bandits with warm bodies
but every chill is a forewarning
the dead have doorknobs for penises
women never die being so close to birth
one scissor prong for each eye each umbilical
i have cut such a scissored connection
i have died sullen on the stage
simple unample & blighted
you're making me stick an arrow in my heart
every one is made by two at least so
long as the blood is warm
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6ios

W16
Simon Perchik

The one wrestler empty handed
and though this crowd already feels
th_e seabreeze, the grappling tides
still shapin--Vaughn can't wait
pounces, sure the sun is Winded
--he _closes his eyes so it makes sense
to tri_P, and even asleep the oceans
go wild, cheering him on--what he hears
is that blinding cliff: the sun
on its feet again, exhausted
can be caught and dives the way nights
reach under for leverage, set up
the spin--the sun can't get a hold
splashing against one night to the next
and another sea born weeping
begins
d h· tol'. breathe, kept warm m· his s 1eeve
an
is iall bleeding into place.

Anonymous is a Wright State student who wishes to remain un
known.
Kathy Austin is a graphic designer at Antique Power Publications
and a student at Sinclair College. Her poetry recently appeared in
The Writing Path 1, an anthology edited by Michael Pettit. She has
received awards from the Iowa Poetry Day Association and the Paul
Laurence Dunbar Memorial competition. A long time resident of
Yellow Springs, OH, she credits her fellow poets there, as well as
Herbert Martin and Imogene Bolls from the Antioch Writer's Work
shop, for helping her realize her dream-finding her own voice and
getting her poems "out there."
Gay Brewer no bio sent.
Paul Baker no bio sent.
Sean Brendan-Brown no bio sent.
Rene Cardenas is the president of his own management consulting
firm in Manassas, Virginia. He has published poetry in The Wayne
Review, Sycamore Review, Seattle Review, Dominion Review and the
Piedmont Literary Review.
David Chorlton is a poet and visual artist from Vienna, Austria. He
currently resides in Phoenix, AZ. His book Outposts was published
by Taxus Press in Great Britain.
Paul David Colgin works as a representative for an educational
publisher _in Midland, TX He has taught English and literature in
high school and college.
Craig Cotter no bio sent.
Lara Davis is a history major at Wright State. "English is where my
heart 'truly' lies, and I hope to see my name gracing the page of some
dusty anthology somewhere very soon." Lara is the author of the
quote on the spine of this issue.
Eric Dunn is a second-year mechanical engineering student at
Wright State. He enjoys writing, photography and taking things
apart. In December, he plans to marry his best friend, Cherilyn.
Foladeh' Mondisa Durham is a fourth-year student at Wright State.
Her major is Mass Communications. She plans to pursue a career
in news broadcasting and eventually. world news. Foladeh' carried
the reign of Miss Black Wright State University, 1993-94. She is
currently a building manager for the Student Union, and she is a
student assistant for the Admissions Minority Recruitment Pro
grams. Foladeh' will also serve as Cultural Arts Chair for the Union
Activities Board, 1995-96.
Valerie Field no bio sent.
David Garrison teaches Spanish and Portuguese at Wright State.
His translations have appeared in various magazines and antholo
gies, and with Willis Bamstone he published A Bird ofPaper: Poems
of Vicente Aleixand.re (Ohio University Press). His most recent book
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John McKeman no bio sent.
Jonathan McNeal is a senior at Wright St
.
.
pursing a Bachelor in Fine Art .
. a~e Uruvers1ty. He is
Michael Gregg Michaud resid:sminmi:~on picture p~odu~tion.
book of poetry is Giraffes On Horesback: r : s Califorrua. He latest
lished in Amelia, Black_Bear Review and Bouaia!:::s:~ been pub
Marianne Milton no b10 sent
Farzana Moon is originally from Paki
.
resides in Springfield, OH with her huss~· She is a teacher and
poems, plays and short stories are basic:: ~dp·on~ d::ghlter. "My
compelled to write the b th h
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Norman J. Olson i s :~ s es eer n_eed ofmy soul and psyche."
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appeared in The Sand.hills Review, The Chattahoochee Review and
Pembroke.

Lyndell Pittman is the second child of six and the oldest of five sons
of Lee and Genevia Pittman of Lutcher, LA. "I believe in family as
the foundation of our community, and the key to the survival of this
country." Pittman's interest lies in rehabilitation and community
development. He is a student at Wright State. His motto is, "In life's
journey of striving, success is a journey not the destination."
Luis Ruiz describes himself as a "short Mexican" who currently
resides in East San Jose, CA. He enjoys synchronized swimming and

rubber bands.
Pedro Salinas (Spain: 1891-1951) was a contemporary of Lorca,
Guillen, and .Aleixandre. Exiled at the outbreak of the Spanish Civil
War, he came to the United States and taught at Wellesley and
Johns Hopkins. He published a collection of short stories, a novel,
several volumes of essays and literary criticism. many critical edi
tions. and nine books of poetry.
Scarecrow (Charlie Mehrhoff) "Earth/where we warn each other/of
our loneliness/then continue."
Chad Smith is a sophomore history major at Wright State University. He has decided that the most pleasure in life comes from eccentric living, with a large side of humor.
B.A. St. Andrews has had poems published in The Gettysburg Review, Carolina Quarterly, and Spoon River Quarterly. He resides in
Syracuse, NY.
James Stephenson retired from the United States Air Force in 1991.
He has enjoyed writing poetry for the past ten years as a hobby.
"Poetry is an outlet where emotions can be expressed to give a vivid
picture of life's reality. The poem 'I Miss' is dedicated to Claudia
Rocklin. forever in my thoughts and dreams."
Jennifer Jo Stewart is a senior international studies/political
science major at Wright State. The photograph "Mirage" (page 93)
was taken outside of Al Fayyum, Egypt. "It is called "Mirage" be
cause after I had taken the initial photo of the man in the picture,
my camera failed to advance so that when the desert shot was taken
an eerie, ghostlike effect transpired."
Paula Tatarunis in an internist, a "... medicin malgre lui" in Newton,
MA. Her poetry has been published in numerous journals including
Tantra. The Rockford Review and The Iconoclast.
Andy Wibbels is a junior acting major at Wright State. His play,
Roadkill, was produced in the Jubilee Theatre Spring, 1994. His
professional goal is to be a playwright and a director of new theatre.
_Molly Youngkin is a graduate student at Wright State.
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